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Abstract
The Versatile Toroidal Facility (VTF) has been constructed to create plasmas for
wave-plasma interaction studies aimed at simulating ionospheric plasma processes
and cross-checking radar experiments at Arecibo, Puerto Rico. Similar to a tokamak,
VTF is a multi-ton, multi-megawatt computer controlled experiment. Three plasma
sources may be combined to produce various conditions: RF, electron beams, and
inductive drive. Available diagnostics include: Langmuir probes, potential probes, a
dipole EM antenna, a multi-tip potential correlator, a residual gas analyzer (RGA),
and a gridded energy analyzer. Plasma density gradients, field aligned currents, and
other geometries and parameter ratios closely match the plasma conditions of the
upper ionosphere, especially in the auroral regions.
Beam plasma ion and electron temperatures are typically 8 eV with densities over
5 x 1011 cm-3. Spectral analysis of beam plasmas reveals current convective instability
emissions near the ion cyclotron frequency, fji (1 MHz), and whistler wave emissions
up to half the electron cyclotron frequency, fee (2 GHz). RF produced plasmas
have electron temperatures of 8 eV, ion temperatures below 1 eV, and densities near
5 x 1010 cm- 3. Spectral analysis of RF plasmas reveals a parametric decay process
near the upper-hybrid resonance layer at 2.45 GHz. Analysis of combined RF and
beam plasmas show cascading and frequency upshifted (anti-Stokes) Langmuir waves.
Phenomena in VTF plasmas are similar to those in the naturally occurring iono-
sphere as well as in high-power RF heated regions. A comparison of VTF experiments
with rocket experiments shows VTF is useful to study ionospheric plasma processes
and complement active experiments in space. Whistler wave emissions detected by
others contain the half electron gyrofrequency upper cutoff seen in VTF beam plas-
mas. Ionospheric plasma heating experiments performed at Arecibo, Puerto Rico
have found anti-Stokes Langmuir waves such as in VTF combined RF and beam
plasmas.
Ion acoustic and ion cyclotron instabilities are shown to have higher drift thresh-
olds than the current convective instability: Existing current convective theory is
modified to consider the conditions in VTF. Waves with frequencies corresponding to
the whistler ranges are consistent with the kinetic theories of inverse Landau damping
of energetic charged particles. The half gyrofrequency upper cutoff of whistler waves
is due to a plasma density gradient guidance mechanism.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Plasma waves have held the interest of radio scientists since the early 1920's. The con-
cept of ionospheric sounding was born as early as 1924 [Breit and Tuve, 1926; Villard,
1976]. During World War II the ionosphere was discovered to have (often deleterious)
effects on short-wave radio. Phenomena such as anomalously long-range propagation
of HF, and whistlers, which can be heard with radio receivers, are frequent.
The plasma fusion community was born in the mid 1940's as an extension of the
war effort. Research into fusion and its million-fold increase of energy compared to
chemical processes found applications toward an inexhaustible energy supply besides
those for weaponry. As a possible means to heat the plasma to sufficient temperatures
plasma waves again became a topic of research.
Today radio scientists around the world explore plasma processes in the atmo-
sphere as well as on the ground. Their subjects of interest vary greatly. RF plasma
interactions may be used as a diagnostic of naturally occurring phenomena or to
heat, or modify, the background plasma for establishing artificial radio communica-
tions paths and for further study of nonlinear plasma physics. New facilities, such as
HAARP, for the study of plasma waves and turbulence are being commissioned. The
community in general is finding renewed interest in ionospheric heating experiments
as evidenced by the establishment of the annual High Power RF Ionospheric Modi-
fication Workshop and the recently organized Active Experiments Research Steering
Group. Fusion plasmas today are routinely heated by electro-magnetic radiation.
Plasma turbulence - or instabilities - excited by ohmic currents, pressure and density
gradients, etc. is under continual scrutiny with the aim of reducing energy diffusion
and power losses. Recent plasma applications requiring RF produced plasmas have
developed, such as with the ion implantation of semiconductors or surface hardening
of engine parts; and with the growth of the wireless communication markets, there is
growing interest in plasma and atmospheric effects on radio.
1.1 Motivation
The following is a Study of Ionospheric Plasma Processes with the Versatile Toroidal
Facility (VTF). The Ionospheric Plasma Research group at the MIT Plasma Fusion
Center joined with the mission to supplement concurrent field experiments at Arecibo,
Puerto Rico, Millstone Hill, and others; to explore phenomena observed and reported
by colleagues in the field; and to conduct theoretical studies regarding plasma wave
processes in the ionosphere.
High power RF ionospheric modification phenomena can be, and have been studied
in VTF plasmas. Parametric decay, resonant absorption, and anomalous microwave
absorption are a few such processes that have been conveniently studied in both the
ionosphere and VTF [Moriarty, 1992]. Parametric decay in overdense plasmas and
scattering of Langmuir waves by lower-hybrid waves are topics of study developing on
VTF [Riddolls et al., 1995; Riddolls, 1996]. Wave-plasma interactions in close proxim-
ity to an injected beam have been the explored [Murphy, 1995]. Particle precipitation
and other current driven phenomena such as those found naturally in the auroral elec-
trojet or in space and rocket experiments contain similarities with hot-cathode beam
injection plasmas in VTF. Broadband emissions of such current-containing plasmas
are related to theories developed by Maggs, [1976], Kindel and Kennel, [1971], and
Chaturvedi, Ossakow, and Keskinen, [1979,1980,1981,1982,1983]. These are the spe-
cific interests which have produced several bachelor's and master's degree thesis. The
doctoral research reported herein is a natural extension of earlier work by Moriarty,
[1990,1992].
The existence of VTF as an accessible and financially efficient laboratory to study
remote ionospheric processes attracts the interest of radio scientists, communication
engineers, and space physicists; thus the motivation for the efforts that ultimately
produced this dissertation.
1.2 Outline
The organization of this thesis is somewhat chronological. Although the study of
ionospheric plasma processes, specifically plasma wave processes, motivated the con-
struction of VTF, the specifics were unknown until the plasmas were characterized
and preliminary experiments had begun. An ideal research program would begin with
a specific theory to be tested then followed by the creation of an experiment in which
to study it. However, the very nature of a magnetized plasma in a laboratory de-
vice is that of unpredictability which may sidestep an experimenter's intentions. The
difficulty an experimenter faces while attempting to identically recreate ionospheric
environments has created skepticism in much of the ionospheric community with re-
gard to laboratory settings. A more natural way to approach the issue is to allow
the plasma to develop, explore what one may, then realize a similar phenomena has
been seen elsewhere in the ionosphere. At this point specifics may be inspected, and
previously developed theories may be modified.
During the process of studying a newly created plasma environment, interesting
yet irrelevant phenomena may be uncovered. The experimenter may be sidetracked
for the sake of science or curiosity. However, the experimenter has the obligation to
satisfy the wishes of the sponsors. In the case of the research presented here, these
wishes are to study previously seen phenomena in a ground based, more accessible,
scenario.
This dissertation begins with an introduction to the laboratory facility, VTF. This
complex facility is constructed of a vacuum vessel and magnetic field coils weighing
over thirty tons. Multi-megawatt level power systems provide current for the toroidal
field and vertical field electromagnets as well as power to the beam system filaments
and the Taylor discharge. Computer automated controls assure safe operation of
the facility and the three plasma production sources. Chapter two concludes with
computer synchronized diagnostics and instrumentation including a Langmuir probe,
potential fluctuation probe, gridded energy analyzer and a residual gas analyzer.
Experiments exploring current driven instabilities and RF plasma wave instabili-
ties are described in Chapter 3. Both steady state and pulsed beam plasma discharge
(BPD) experiments are described. The data obtained from the various diagnostics
is reviewed: frequency spectra covering DC to gigahertz, plasma density profiles,
electron and ion temperatures, and wavenumber measurements.
Chapter 4 reviews similar phenomena observed in space plasmas. After a review
of some naturally occurring phenomena such as the aurora, some active space exper-
iments are presented. The ECHO 7 rocket experiment is focused on as a particularly
good example providing data most similar to that found on VTF. Passive experiments
recording naturally whistler wave phenomena are mentioned. The chapter ends with
parametric decay experiments performed at Arecibo, Puerto Rico.
A review of theories predicting emission in various frequency ranges follows in
Chapter 5. Three distinct frequency bands with different but sometimes competing
excitation mechanisms are discussed - in order of frequency range: current-driven
ion cyclotron and ion acoustic waves such as those predicted by Kindel and Kennel,
[1971]; the current convective instability originally analyzed by Ossakow, Chaturvedi,
and Keskinen, [1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983] and a modified theory appropriate to
VTF; electron beam produced whistlers as described by Maggs, [1976] or Kennel and
Petschek, [1966]; and RF produced parametric decay waves.
This dissertation concludes with Chapter 6 where a few recommendations for
further research are offered.

Chapter 2
Experimental Apparatus
In early 1989, Professors Min-Chang Lee and Ronald R. Parker proposed that a large
plasma chamber be constructed at the Plasma Fusion Center, aimed at simulating
the ionospheric plasma environment and cross-checking results of ionospheric plasma
heating experiments-at Arecibo, Puerto Rico. The construction of a toroidal plasma
device, known as the Versatile Toroidal Facility (VTF) began in the summer of 1989
with a modest budget.
Under the sponsorship of the Air Force Office of Scientific Research and the MIT
Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP) office, the construction of
VTF was made possible. A portion of the construction materials - the main toroidal
field magnets, the poloidal field support structures, and the multi-megawatt power
supplies - were made available from discontinued fusion programs at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ISX-B machine) and the MIT Plasma Fusion Center (Tara Tan-
dem Mirror machine). The remainder of the design and labor necessary to complete
the construction of the thirty ton device was performed over a period of six years
by over 25 undergraduate and graduate students from various disciplines including
electrical, mechanical, chemical, and nuclear engineering.
VTF produced its first plasma January 1, 1991 and its first RF plasma later
Figure 2-1: The Versatile Toroidal Facility and Students, circa 1991.
that spring. With the installation of a Langmuir probe the following summer and a
radially scannable REF antenna probe experiments began with the characterization of
VTF RF plasmas.
With some support from DOE four lanthanum hexaboraide (LaBe) hot cathode
filaments were fabricated and installed [Beals, 1994]. In addition, a programmed logic
controller (PLC), CAMAC software and PC communication hardware were added.
Continual maintenance and upgrades to allow developing research projects are ongo-
ing.
2.1 The Versatile Toroidal Facility (VTF)
The Versatile Toroidal Facility (VTF) is housed in the west wing, or TARA cell, of
the MIT Plasma Fusion Center. Figure 2-1 shows a picture of VTF and its crew circa
Table 2.1: Versatile Toroidal Facility Parameters
Major Radius (Ro) 0.9 m
Minor Radius (r) 0.3 m
Toroidal Field (B,) 1800 G
Vertical Field (B,) 20 G
2.45 GHz RF Power 3 kW
Beam power 100 kW
Electron Density 010 - 1012cm -3
Bulk Electron Temperature : 10 eV
1991. Though the experimental machine is massive in size, consumes megawatts of
power and has dozens - almost hundreds - of inputs, interlocks and output relays to be
monitored each second, the integration of all its: components results in a system that
is both robust and elegant. If not for the Occupational Safety and Health Association
(OSHA) requirements, a single individual could operate the experiment, even without
leaving one's seat.
VTF is a medium sized (Ro = 0.9 m) toroidal plasma device in which ionospheric
plasma processes can be studied. Typical operating parameters are given in Table
2.1. The systems required to produce experimental plasmas with the parameters
listed are described in the following sections.
2.1.1 The vacuum vessel and pumps
The VTF vacuum vessel, has a major radius of 92 cm and a minor radius of 30 cm and
is approximately 6 cubic meters in volume. It was custom built partially by Atomic
Limited of Cambridge, MA, but mostly as a combined effort of undergraduate and
graduate students from MIT. Figure 2-2 shows the toroidal field (TF) magnets and the
vacuum vessel with its side and top ports. The 3/4 inch thick vessel is constructed 304
stainless steel - as are all other steel parts on the machine - because of requirements
that it be non-magnetic. In some cases, particularly the port covers, aluminum is used
to reduce machining difficulty. Port covers having diagnostics attached are typically
Figure 2-2: VTF TF magnets and vacuum vessel.
replaced with steel covers to allow for welding of standardized vacuum hardware. Its
48 ports provide excellent access from the top, side, and bottom. The side ports
are large enough for an average sized person to easily climb in the vessel to perform
necessary maintenance.
Vacuum is sustained by a series of two pumps. A Leybold Heraeus rotary vane
Trivac roughing pump provides pressures below 1 mTorr at the exhaust of the turbo
pump. A Leybold Heraeus 500 1/sec turbomolecular pumping directly from the vac-
uum vessel is capable of creating pressures below 1 x 10-' Torr. Typical base pressures
are near 2.5 x 10- 7 Torr. The dynamics of the vacuum conditions are described in
Section 2.1.6.
2.1.2 Electromagnets
Several of VTF's major components originated at the Oak Ridge National Lab as
part of the experimental tokamak ISX-B. After ISX-B was decommissioned the TF
coils (fabricated by Westinghouse), TF coil bucking cylinder, and inner and outer
torque cylinders were sent to the MIT Plasma Fusion Center.
The toroidal field is produced by the eighteen picture frame shaped electromag-
nets (each magnet has four turns insulated and epoxied together) placed around the
vacuum vessel. See Figure 2-2. The magnets are secured in place by a bucking cylin-
der, two torque cylinders, and steel braces secured to the vacuum vessel. The bucking
cylinder prevents movement radially inward. The two torque cylinders in addition to
providing support for the poloidal magnetic field coils and in conjunction with the
vacuum vessel, provide support against the toppling force created by the vertical field.
The two cylinders fit between the TF magnets and the vacuum vessel near the inner
and outer walls of the vessel. At the outer two corners of each magnet are steel straps
which are secured to the vacuum vessel for strength against any twisting forces. The
inner corners are secured to fingers of the inner torque cylinder.
Although presently air cooled, the TF magnets have the capability of being water
cooled (with the exception of the magnet located at 2100 with respect to machine
North which leaks in an inaccessible location); but, under normal operation, i.e. a
TF current of 6000 amps or less, the magnets remain room temperature. The support
structure is designed to withstand the forces created by a TF of 1.25 Tesla; however,
the TF is typically set between 800 and 2000 Gauss.
A comparatively weaker vertical field (VF) is produced by a set of Helmholtz coils
wound externally. They are located 82 cm above and below the vessel midplane with
major radii of 193 cm. With operating currents of 1000 amps, the vertical field is
about 20 Gauss.
A third but seldom used magnet system is comprised of the ohmic heating (OH)
coils, null coils, and trim coils. The OH coil is a set of five individually tapped coils
made of 1" x 1/2" copper bus bar bent helically and bolted to the fiberglass inner
torque cylinder. The five coils may be seriesed together to provide a single 45 turn
coil 1 m in diameter and 1 m tall. It is designed to survive an instantaneous charging
current of 10 kA allowing for a double swing flux linkage of 1 Volt-sec useful for
inductive current drive.
The null coils are two pairs of four turn coils made of 500 MCM cable fastened to
the outer torque cylinder. The pair of trim coils are made of 12 turns of 500 MCM
cable secured to the top and bottom of the vacuum vessel flush with the inner wall.
As of this writing the null and trim coils are not used. Yet, if put in series with the
OH coil the resulting system would provide the necessary vertical field null to ohmic
plasma current.
2.1.3 Power supplies
A major component of VTF is its power supplies. The availability of several multi-
kilowatt converters left by the decommissioned Tara Tandem Mirror project con-
tributed largely to the economic feasibility of VTF. The TF coils require between
500 kW and 2 MW for normal operation; and, each filament used for a beam plasma
discharge (BPD) requires over 30 kW. Fortunately, over 10 MW of power systems are
available. During 1993 and 1994 much of the efforts of the VTF students was toward
restoring the existing systems and reconfiguring them to be controlled by the PLC
described below.
For every 1000 Gauss produced by the TF roughly 600 kW is needed. For most
beam plasmas to operate stably about 1.5 MW is needed. The converters used for
these magnets are each capable of 7 kA at 400 Volts. Originally twelve were available.
As of this writing ten are available, with eight of these being shared by a nearby
experiment.
Each converter is a six pulse phase controlled rectifier using silicon controlled
rectifiers (SCR). The incoming power is three phase at 440 Volts. The circuit breakers
are thermally timed at 7 kA for approximately sixty seconds. The TF is supplied by
two converters in parallel.
Power to the LaB6 cathodes, the inductive plasma source (Taylor Discharge), and
the vertical field is supplied by are and filament supplies from the Tara neutral beam
system. There are six supplies each containing a floating arec and filament supply.
Each filament supply is capable of 3 kA at 20 Volts, while each arc supply can source
300 amps at 375 Volts. Of the six supplies four are devoted to the four filaments.
One supply's filament is used for the vertical field magnet and its arc supply drives
the Taylor Discharge system. The remaining supply is non-operational.
The filament supplies are six pulse phase controlled primaries of 440 Volts trans-
formed down to 20 Volts and full-wave rectified and L-C filtered to minimize the 360
Hertz ripple. Regulation is provided by the phase controlled primary and a closed
loop regulator measured at the output voltage. The arc supplies are comprised of two
six pulse primaries, transformed delta-delta and delta-wye to produce twelve pulse at
375 Volts. The arc regulation, being much faster than the filaments, is via a series
bank of resistors switched in parallel. The arc supplies have an under voltage and
over current protection which protects the filaments in case of undesired arcing to
nearby conducting surfaces.
2.1.4 Control systems
Three Intel based personal computers are located in the VTF control room to monitor
and control experiments. Shown in Figure 2-3 is a one line diagram of the control
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Figure 2-3: One line diagram of the VTF control systems.
system. At the top of the figure is the signal analysis network composed of a com-
puter, PC 1, identified as "Jupitor". It communicates over the ethernet via thinwire.
Another computer, PC 2, labeled as "Mars" is able to communicate over the ethernet
but is also hardwired to the CAMAC via a GPIB connection. Further discussion of
the purpose of this system is found in Section 2.1.6. PC 3, or "OTA" is a dedicated
PLC (described below) interface which also serves as a monitor for the residual gas
analyzer (RGA).
An Allen-Bradley programmed logic controller (PLC), installed during the spring
of 1994, controls the power systems, monitors safety interlocks and provides other
signals necessary for automated operation of VTF. The Paragon user interface, run
on a dedicated PC located in the control room, allows an experimenter to enable
supplies and diagnostics, program power levels, set timing for turn on or turn off
times, monitor the cell security, or display data from the RGA. Figure 2-4 shows the
control room with the PC, PLC, and VTF crew. The timing of the experiments will
vary somewhat but is usually like that shown in Figure 2-5. Ten seconds before t=O
is provided for the PLC to calculate set points, assert analog voltages, and to sound
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Figure 2-4: Control room with PC, PLC, and VTF crew. (circa 1996)
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Figure 2-5: Timing diagram for typical RF and beam plasma shots.
a klaxon warning in the cell. At t=0 the beam filaments supplies turn on to heat
the LaB6 filaments. (For RF only plasmas the shot length may be shortened by this
60 heating period.) At t=60 the CAMAC is triggered so that important engineering
signals may be recorded; and, the toroidal and vertical fields are turned on, and the
RF is injected. After allowing the VF to charge for two seconds, the beam arc supplies
may then turn on. After the beams have settled into a steady state (roughly 1 sec)
the radial probe begins scanning and all other science diagnostics begin recording.
Typical plasma shots have a flattop of three seconds. On occasion beam plasma shots
are shortened in length to reduce probe stress.
2.1.5 Plasma sources
Plasmas may be produced by one of or a combination of three methods: RF, hot-
cathode beam injection, and Taylor discharge or inductive drive. The RF plasma
source is the oldest existing source on VTF; and, its wave emissions are discussed
in detail in Section 3.2. Beam plasma discharges (BPD) have been used in VTF for
over two years. BPD wave emissions being extremely broadband and variable have
required the most effort to characterize and comprise the majority of Chapter 3. The
Taylor Discharge system has been in operation in limited duration and form only.
Its power supplies are still in development so only extremely preliminary character-
izations of the plasma have been accomplished. Of the three plasma environments
available only the RF and BPD plasmas are discussed in this dissertation. In addition,
RF and BPD systems may be used simultaneously to produce a plasma environment
similar to the auroral ionospheric plasma, some results of which have recently been
investigated by other VTF students, and will be highlighted in later discussions.
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Figure 2-6: Hardware setup for RF produced plasmas including antenna probe.
The VTF RF plasma source
RF produced plasmas are the most reliable VTF plasmas. The setup, shown in Figure
2-6, is relatively straightforward. The microwave power is sourced by a Gerling Labs
3kW CW magnetron power supply and control unit and carried by WR384 waveguide.
After passing through a protective circulator, bi-directional coupler, DC break, and
ceramic vacuum window the power is launched from a horn into the vacuum vessel
whereupon it reacts with the fill gas to break down and sustain a plasma.
The circulator is used to protect the magnetron from power reflected from waveg-
uide interfaces. It directs all but -20 dB of the returning power to a dummy load. The
bi-directional coupler provides a sample of the forward and reflected power at 55.6
dB below the level in the waveguide. Crystal detectors can then be used to provide a
DC signal in proportion to the signal level; or, the signal can be sent to a spectrum
analyzer in order to record the injected (or reflected) spectrum. The DC break is
used to isolate grounds, therefore preventing ground loop problems from appearing
on the instrumentation. Finally, the ceramic window provides a vacuum feedthrough
for the RF.
The decision to use a ten by twelve inch aluminum horn inside the vessel was made
after measurements of reflected power indicated a large power fraction (- 40%) was
being reflected at the waveguide opening inside the vacuum vessel. With dimensions
chosen from Huddlestone and Leonard [1965] to optimally couple to the plasma - the
reflected power was reduced to less than 3 percent. The reflected power could have
been further reduced if not for the length constraints given by the size of the vacuum
vessel port. The horn does not, however, provide very high gain; in fact, according
to Kraus [1950] it has a directivity of only thirty (or 15 dBi).
Earlier experiments by Moriarty [1992] have shown that by varying the magnitude
of the toroidal magnetic field and/or the magnitude of the vertical field a variety of
plasma density profiles can be obtained. With the 3kW of low-field-side launched
ECRH power, plasma densities of up to 7 x 1010cm - 3 and temperatures around 5 eV
have been produced. (Figure 3-25 shows an RF produced plasma density profile.)
Variations in the toroidal field do little more than move the mostly parabolic density
profile in or out radially, unless it is such that the profile is forced against a wall. A
weak vertical field -10 Gauss can enhance the density by about 50%; but a stronger
VF can reduce the peak density. A comparison of the launched power polarization
of O-mode versus X-mode showed O-mode to be about 50% more dense for similar
magnetic fields.
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Figure 2-7: Beam plasma discharge system showing two filaments and two helical
beams.
The Beam Plasma Source
The beam plasma discharge system consists of four LaB 6 cathodes, or filaments,
and four biasing power supplies. The beam system is intended to work so that the
filaments may be operated independently or in any combination. A sketch of the
system showing two filaments and the resulting beams is shown in Figure 2-7. Each
filament is ohmically heated for approximately sixty seconds to near 11000 C by a
current of about 500 amperes supplied by a twenty volt, 2000 ampere floating power
supply. While simultaneously applying a tens of gauss vertical field and a thousand
gauss toroidal field - to produce a helical magnetic field - an arc bias of -300 volts
is applied to each filament. The accelerating potential injects energetic electrons
which flow along the helical magnetic field colliding with neutrals thus initiating the
discharge.
1
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Arc biases of -300 volts may cause emissions as high as 200 amps per filament.
More typical plasmas are created by 50 amps per beam producing plasma densities
of about 5 x 10"cm-3 having ion and electron temperatures around 8 eV. (Figure
3-1 shows a typical BPD density profile.)
For a single beam, a toroidal field of 800 Gauss and a vertical field of 8 Gauss is
used. If additional beams are used the TF must be increased (with a corresponding
increase in the VF to retain constant helical pitch) to prevent arcing to the vacuum
vessel walls.
After a vacuum break the filaments are biased (filament bias not arc bias) with
low voltages, ~ 1 Volt, then slowly increased to the normal operating bias of ten volts
in order to outgas the LaB6. If this precaution is not followed the gas pressure inside
the LaB 6 may build up and cause it to shatter. Further arc conditioning is necessary
after a vacuum break. It seems an oxide builds on the surface of the LaB6 ceramic
preventing good emission. The resulting symptoms are poor beam current emission
and frequent arcing to the vessel. To increase the likelihood of a decent beam plasma
discharge an RF plasma is used to assist the BPD startup. Once the beams begin
to emit regularly they become more likely to emit high current levels. As time goes
on the conditions tend to improve and eventually an RF assist becomes unnecessary.
However, if an extremely large beam disrupts it may cause the filament to operate
poorly for some period of time. The scenario is reminiscent of startup reproducibility
and disruption recovery of some tokamak plasmas.
The filaments may age in the sense that the LaB6 ceramic will collect carbon on its
surface from the emitter structure which is built mainly of carbon fastened to copper
posts/feedthroughs. If the filaments cooperate by emitting consistent steady beams
then the ceramic surface will clean itself, thus improving the quality of the beam and
extending the time between maintenance. If maintenance is required the resulting
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Figure 2-8: Taylor Discharge inductive plasma source.
water and other impurity absorption may require months before normal operation is
allowed. Indeed an art has developed around the operation of the beam system.
The VTF Inductive Plasma Source
Plasmas with densities greater than the RF produced plasmas but less than that of
beam plasma discharges may be produced inductively by the Taylor Discharge (TD)
system. The idea was originated by Dr. Bob Taylor, formerly of the MIT PFC,
for the creation of low density and temperature plasmas for vacuum vessel surface
cleaning purposes. The TD system has become an inexpensive, convenient plasma
source capable of creating yet another plasma environment for the study of plasma
science.
Figure 2-8 shows the main components of the Taylor Discharge system. The
system employs the use of the ohmic heating coil located between the toroidal field
coils and the vacuum vessel. The windings of the OH coil are secured to the inner
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Figure 2-9: Taylor Discharge power supply schematic. (Courtesy R.J. Riddolls)
torque cylinder which provides stability against the overturning forces created by the
TF coils [Moriarty, 1990]. The 45 turns are wound toroidally thus producing a large
magnetic flux within the bore of VTF. If a capacitor is placed across the terminals
of the OH coil a resonant system is realized. Given the fixed value of the OH coil
inductance, 1 mH, the resonant frequency is selected by the capacitor value. Typical
operating frequencies are near one kilohertz.
By using an available Tara neutral beam arc supply and switching its DC output
voltage through an H bridge of Darlington high current transistors, a square wave
may be formed to drive the network (Figure 2-9). The timing of the H bridge is chosen
such that the third harmonic is minimized for power supply protection. Considering
the extreme stress applied to the switching transistors due to large currents, 200
Amps, large voltages, 375 Volts, and fast switching times, 10 Psec, engineering of
the switching power supply involves advanced snubbing and other current control
techniques. The Taylor Discharge system has previously been presented by Riddolls
et al., [1995].
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Figure 2-10: Plasma density profile for a Taylor Discharge.
With a driving signal of 340 volts and an oscillating current near 180 amps a
voltage of greater than 1050 volts may be produced across the 45 turns of the OH
coil. With the plasma acting as a one turn secondary a loop voltage near 14 volts is
induced. Under these conditions plasma densities near 9 x 1010cm-3 may be produced.
Figure 2-10 shows a TD produced plasma density profile.
2.1.6 Diagnostics and instrumentation
It is useful to record many parameters describing the plasmas produced by VTF.
The usual procedure is to perform a single plasma shot that may last a few seconds
and store any recorded signals onto a PC hard drive. Many diagnostics are used to
transduce the important electrical or mechanical signals to a readily digitizable form.
Regardless of the particular diagnostic, all signals are converted from analog to
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digital form by computer controlled equipment known as CAMAC. CAMAC, a stan-
dard used for over two decades, is comprised of rack- mount crates which provide
power to and slots for digitizer and memory cards. Each crate weighs roughly 70
pounds and can hold up to 32 cards. Individual memory cards or A/D cards are
manufactured by LeCroy and Jorway among others.
The most commonly used digitizers on VTF are the LeCroy 8212 A/D converters
and the 8800 memory modules. The digitizers can select from up to 32 differential
inputs and convert at up to 160 kHz at 12 bit resolution. Engineering signals such as
those from magnet power supplies are typically digitized at 1 kSamples/sec for eight
seconds per shot. Physics signals such as those from a Langmuir probe are digitized
at 10 kS. For better time resolution such as is needed for a multi-point potential
correlator, LeCroy 2264 A/D converters are used. These may be run as fast as 4 MS
with the tradeoff of having only 8 bit resolution. After all memory cards have been
filled with appropriate signals the data is transferred via GPIP interfaces to a PC
hard drive in the control room.
The communication to CAMAC is performed in the LabWindows environment
which is programmed in QBASIC. Often LabWindows does not provide the necessary
routines in its libraries, requiring custom written routines. Data analysis and signal
processing is done in Matlab.
Each individual diagnostic is described in detail in the following subsections.
Particle Flux Diagnostic
The first diagnostic installed on VTF was the Langmuir probe. The layout of this
diagnostic is shown in Figure 2-11. Its relatively simple construction and great ver-
satility made it an obvious choice. Indeed it is almost necessary for any reasonable
plasma physics experiments.
Figure 2-11: Geometry of radially scanning diagnostic.
Figure 2-12: Scale drawing of radially scannable probe apparatus.
The probe apparatus, shown in Figure 2-12, is made of standard stainless steel
vacuum hardware with welded bellows to allow for radial movement. A steel pipe
welded to a double sided flange near the rear of the apparatus fits within the bore
of the bellows and extends 42". The pipe supports a 3/8" O.D. ceramic tube which
extends an additional 25". In addition to providing structural support for three
coaxial cables the ceramic tube electrically isolates the ground shield from the plasma
so as not to perturb the plasma or draw unnecessary currents. The Langmuir probe
tip (see Figure 2-14), soldered to one of the three coaxial cables, is a 1/4" by 1/4"
square of copper shim stock. The use of a flat probe perpendicular to the toroidal
field simplified the issue of probe area versus projected probe area or shadow.
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Figure 2-13: Schematic of Langmuir probe instrumentation.
The current signals are carried by the 50 ohm semi-rigid coaxial cable to a vacuum
feedthrough at the rear of the probe apparatus fastened with an SMA connector. A
low-pass filter is used in series to reduce RF signals from reaching the electronics.
This reduces noise caused by the rectification of the GHz RF into its 180 Hz power
envelope.
Radial scans of the potential probe are provided by a stepper motor and chain
drive. The time and length of the scan is set by the user and is controlled by the PLC.
A full radial scan requires three seconds, conveniently within the allowable maximum
length of a beam plasma discharge.
Unlike the RF probes described below, the Langmuir probe electronics are required
to be DC coupled to the vacuum vessel in order to bias the probe properly and to
measure very low frequency currents or even DC floating potentials. Figure 2-13
shows a schematic of the Langmuir probe electronics.
Near the top of the figure is the probe bias, Vb, provided by a Kepco BOP 200-2M
amplifier. The Kepco amp inputs may be driven by a Krohn-Hite 1000A function
generator to create a sawtooth waveform for electron temperature measurements.
The sense resistor, R,, produces a voltage proportional to the probe current - in this
case defined as positive out of the probe. The sense resistor was chosen to be large
enough to provide a signal large compared to ambient noise but small compared to
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Figure 2-14: Enlarged view of radially scannable probe tips.
the probe bias. The current-sense amplifier's gain of five allows for a smaller sense
resistor value, e.g. 10 Q, for the same signal at CAMAC. The probe bias is first
divided by (approximately) 20 then sent to CAMAC. This allows a bias of +/- 100
volts to fit within the +/- 5 volts of the LeCroy 8212 digitizers. Both amplifiers are
setup in differential mode to reduce noise and improve common mode rejection. To
allow for electrical isolation as high as 1500 volts between CAMAC and the vacuum
vessel while at the same time to provide DC signals two Burr Brown 3452 optical
isolation amplifiers are employed.
Potential Fluctuation Probe
For spectral analysis one of the three available probe tips within the radially scannable
probe is used (see Figure 2-14). The exposed portion of the potential probe consists
of half an inch of center conductor extending into the plasma at a right angle to
the vacuum magnetic field. The third probe tip, bent at at a right angle along the
toroidal magnetic field, may also be used as to compare electric field components.
The fluctuation signal is carried along the same type of 50 ohm semi-rigid coaxial
cable as with the Langmuir probe. Depending on the frequency range of interest one
of two DC breaks is used to protect the spectrum analyzer from large DC voltages. For
frequencies below 500 MHz a simple ceramic capacitor is sufficient. Above 500 MHz
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Figure 2-15: Erroneous spectral data resulting from improper impedance matching.
an Omni-Spectra DC break is used. A Hewlett-Packard 8565A spectrum analyzer
reduces the information to a spectrum which is digitized by CAMAC then stored on
magnetic storage in a PC.
It is important to select the proper DC break for the frequency range of interest.
In the case of the Omni-Spectra DC break erroneous data will result if measurements
are made below 500 MHz. Figure 2-15 gives an example of the bogus data. For
frequencies below its working range the DC break looks like an open circuit rather
than being a series short. The open circuit terminating the coaxial transmission line
will reflect incoming waves. These waves will travel back toward the probe tip, which
is nearly an open circuit, and again be reflected. This resonant structure will enhance
frequencies with integral numbers of half wavelengths equal to the length of the line.
The resulting spectrum may falsely suggest a harmonic emission phenomena such as
the ion cyclotron instability except that the values of the peak frequencies will not
change with any plasma parameters.
Overall a properly constructed potential probe should have extremely broadband
sensitivity. However, previous experiments have brought up the issue of limitations
of probe sensitivity. In Roth and Krawczonek [1971] a comparison was made between
potential and capacitive probes was made. In Sprott [1966] an electrical representation
of the plasma sheath is made. Using the suggestions by Sprott, [1966] one may deduce
that in the high frequency limit a potential probe merely acts as a capacitive probe
with no serious changes in sensitivity. It is the opinion of the author that inferior probe
construction has a greater effect on the experimental results of Roth and Krawczonek,
[1971]. If semi-rigid coaxial cable tested to greater than 30 GHz were used the results
may very well have been different.
The data presented in Chapter 3 shows results from measurements beginning as
low as 100 kHz, (or DC if operated as a Langmuir probe), to as high as 10 GHz.
A minimum in the data near the lower- hybrid resonance for the case of the BPD
may at first question the probe sensitivity at this frequency, however at the same
frequency for RF plasmas the data shows a maximum (lower-hybrid daughter waves).
The smoothness of variations in the data and the lack of any band gaps defend the
instrumentation.
The Gridded Energy Analyzer
In order to measure ion temperature one must use a diagnostic other than a Lang-
muir probe, which can measure only ni and T,. Although some claim to measure ion
temperature with a Langmuir probe, [Yang et al, 1994], ambiguity in the constants
multiplying the expressions for the probe characteristic prohibit accurate measure-
ments. The ion saturation current,
Ii = Kiqnivi
and the electron saturation current,
ISe = Keqnve
where
Ti + yTe
vi = C, =
and
me
The ratio of the two gives
li K, me Ti +7Te e T + 7Te
The constant K is the source of the ambiguity. It contains constants determined by
the gyroradii, collisional diffusion, and temperature.
One solution is to use a probe similar to the Langmuir probe, the gridded energy
analyzer, a.k.a. the retarding potential analyzer. Figure 2-16 provides a schematic
of the probe geometry used for VTF ion temperature measurements. The first grid
reduces the incoming particle flux to prevent space charge effects. The second grid,
called the grid, selectively repels either electrons or ions depending on its bias po-
tential relative to the plasma potential. The collector plate selects particles with
energies greater than its bias relative to the plasma potential. Since there is no elec-
trical connection to the first grid, control of secondary electrons was not possible. As
a consequence, measurements of tail electrons could not be made since at large biases
the analyzer would act unpredictably.
Figure 2-17 shows the potential profile produced by the presence of biased grids
in a plasma. A more detailed discussion of the gridded energy analyzer can be found
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Figure 2-16: Geometry of the gridded energy analyzer.
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Figure 2-17: Potential profile in the presence of a retarding potential analyzer in ion
mode.
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Figure 2-18: Scale drawing of gridded energy analyzer constrution.
in [Hutchinson 1987].
Shown in Figure 2-18 is a scale drawing of the gridded energy analyzer construc-
tion. The analyzer grids are housed in a 1/4" O.D. stainless steel tube reaching 20"
down into the plasma from a top port. The two grids (only one of which has an
electrical terminal) are made of 1000 lines per inch mesh with 30 % transparency.
Separating each mesh is a thin alumina plate with a 0.020" diameter hole to let
plasma particles flow through. The collector plate is made of thin foil. The two wire
contacts are soldered in place.
Because of the relatively low densities and temperatures, compounded by the one
mil mesh spacing of the grids, the currents collected are quite small. Typical currents
range from as low as tenths of microamps to tens of microamps. The instrumentation
sensing the grid and collector currents necessarily had high input impedances. The
Langmuir probe electronics shown in Figure 2-13 were used to sense the current and
bias voltage of the collector. The grid bias was measured with the voltage divider
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describe below. Additional difficulties arose from the noisy environment and the long
lengths of cables needed to access the remote diagnostic. Low-pass filtering combined
with low data rates reduced most noise effects. However, capacitances of the cables
required slow sweep rates of applied biases.
A particular difficulty arises while measuring the plasma floating potential which
is defined as the potential when the inserted probe draws zero current. To float a
probe to a finite voltage drawing zero current an infinite input impedance amplifier
must be used; of course this is impractical. Drawing small currents compared to the
ion saturation current of the analyzer allows a finite input impedance to be seen by
the grid. Typical currents around 10 pamps are drawn by the analyzer. To measure
floating potentials of tens of volts requires hundreds of megohms of input impedance.
A resistive divider of 110 MQ2 over 3.3 MQ2 will give a divide by 145 if an amplifier
with a 1 MQ input impedance measures across the smaller valued resistor.
The Multi-Point Potential Correlator
Described in this subsection is the multi-point potential fluctuation correlation diag-
nostic, or correlator. It is used to measure the k-spectrum or wavelengths of excited
modes. Similar in design to the Langmuir probe described above, the correlator is
made of stainless steel structure and vacuum hardware. A set of welded bellows al-
lows for radial movement but due to the lack of a motor drive, single shot radial
scans are not possible. Unlike the Langmuir probe its signal-carrying semi-rigid coax
uses stainless steel for the inner and outer conductors. The use of steel was intended
to withstand harsher plasma environments than copper; but, recent thermal analysis
suggests the teflon dielectric, which is common with the usual copper coax, limits
the probe exposure. However, the stainless steel conductors present no performance
limitations at the frequencies of interest, less than 2 MHz. At frequencies near 2 GHz
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Figure 2-19: Drawing of the multi-point potential correlator.
the attenuation begins to be appreciable.
The main difference between the Langmuir probe and the correlator is that the
latter is comprised of five exposed tips in a linear array. The five tips are layed out in
one group of three and one group of two. The spacing within groups is nearly equal at
approximately 7 mm. The two groups are spaced approximately 8 cm apart. Figure
2-19 provides a drawing of the correlator. At the rear of the probe the electrical
feedthroughs are labeled 1,2,4,8 and 10. This is in reference to the labels placed on
the structure itself. These feedthroughs connect to tips 1-5 beginning from the top
of the figure.
The correlator is inserted at the side port located at 240* with respect to machine
north. Because of plasma axisymmetry the location of the probe is not determined
by physics, but rather by convenience and available space.
Carried by RG-58 coaxial cable, the signals pass through a set of discrete high-
pass filters then through Tektronix AM 502 differential amplifiers. (An important note
should be made regarding the order of the capacitor and inductor in the high-pass
filters. If the shunt inductor were before the capacitor, the resulting low frequency
short would prevent the probe tips from floating and harmfully load the plasma
_~_
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potentials.) Each amplifier has a built in high-pass filter set to 10 kHz and a low-pass
filter set to 1 MHz. Analog to digital conversion and data logging is then performed
by LeCroy 2264 digitizers and 8212 memory modules.
The correlation of low frequency wave electric fields was performed by differen-
tially measuring between two adjacent probe tips. Two types of measurements were
taken: wide-band two point, and single-frequency three point. To perform three point
measurements five tips were used. Tips 1 and 2 provided the signal for El. Tips 2
and 3 provided the signal for E2; and tips 9 and 10 for E3. The sharing of tip 2
necessitated either a coaxial T and cables to split the signal to the two different Tek
amps or an additional buffer amp. The extra cable length added capacitive loading
to the passive high-pass filter altering its crossover and Q and preventing a balanced
differential signal. The additional buffer amp partially eliminated the problem but
due to its limited bandwidth introduced different gains at different frequencies. Thus
three point measurements could only be tuned for a single frequency. Two-point
measurements did not require the sharing of a tip and consequently eliminated the
need for the additional buffer amp. Hence two-point wide bandwidth measurements
could be made. The tradeoff with two-point measurements is less spatial resolution.
To get an idea of the loading effects of the probe on the plasma it is first necessary
to derive an electrical model of the apparatus. Figure 2-20 shows a model of the sys-
tem. The plasma source is modeled as a series of differential mode voltages, V1,2,3,4 ,5,
in series with a plasma resistance Rp. Between the plasma wave region and the vac-
uum vessel is a common mode voltage, Ve, and a plasma impedance, Z,, described in
Section 3.1.4. The coaxial cables which carry the electrical signals are all equal length
50 Q transmission lines. However, this is the wave impedance and not the electrical
impedance. At the frequencies of interest it is proper to model the cables as lumped
elements: a shunt capacitance to ground, Cs, and an inductance in series with the
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amplifiers. UT-141 semi-rigid coaxial cables have a shunt capacitance of 95 pF/m
and a series inductance of 0.25 zH/m. For a two meter cable the net capacitance is
about 200 pF and the inductance is 0.5 IH. At 1 MHz this presents a 800 Q2 shunt
impedance and a 3 Q series impedance. In light of the 1 MQ2 input impedance of the
amplifiers the inductance is neglected. Additionally shown in Figure 2-20 is a set of
high-pass filter networks at the inputs to each amplifier. The need for these filters is
justified in Section 3.1.4.
Given the electrical model above it is possible to determine the cooling effects on
the plasma by each probe. A typical 5 mV potential fluctuation loaded by the 800
f2 capacitance of the probe will source 7 pA. At 1 MHz this amounts to 7 x 10- 12
Coul or 7 x 104 electrons. For nominal densities of 1011cm - 3 , a probe area of 0.1 cm2
and a sheath thickness of 0.1 mm, the probe pulls 10- of the available electrons for
a negligible cooling effect. The loading of the probe could be further improved if the
cable shields were electrically isolated from the machine ground. This would add an
additional impedance in series with the 800 Ohm shunt capacitance. In light of the
above analysis and probe design difficulties the shields were left grounded.
RGA
The residual gas analyzer (RGA) provides a mass spectrum of the gas contained in
VTF. It communicates with the PLC which displays the data and stores a week's
data for four gases.
After a vacuum break has been made, to allow for probe maintenance for instance,
base pressures can be as high as 2 x 10-6 Torr immediately afterwards. Depending on
the length of the vacuum break it may take several weeks for the pressure to return to
normal, i.e. 2 x 10'- Torr. Preventative measures are taken to reduce this outgassing
time, such as using dry nitrogen when backfilling the vessel to atmospheric pressure
and thorough cleaning of all parts exposed to vacuum. However, with the lack of heat
tape with which to bake the vessel, extreme vacuum breaks may take as much as two
or three months for the absorbed water to outgas from the steel surfaces.
2.2 VTF as an Ionospheric Plasma Laboratory
VTF as an ionospheric plasma laboratory is useful to cross-check wave-injection ex-
periments at Arecibo, Puerto Rico; to explore naturally occurring phenomena; to
compare with Shuttle and Rocket experiments; and to support theoretical studies.
Arecibo experiments have been set aside for three years since the Arecibo facilities
have been in the process of being upgraded.
The following ionospheric parameters are produced in VTF:
(1) Vn IBo (2) fpe > fee
(3) - - 10- 2 , ( , 10- 4  (4) 2% < eg < 20%
(5) H, Ar, O, or N plasma (6) DC Eo
The first condition says that the density gradient is perpendicular to the imposed
DC magnetic field. In actuality plasma density gradients exist both perpendicular
and parallel to the Earth's magnetic field. In the auroral region and mid latitudes
the variation of density with altitude corresponds to a parallel density gradient; how-
ever, there typically exists a comparable gradient perpendicular to the Earth's field
(usually North-South). Near the equator the altitude variation in density is perpen-
dicular to the Earth's magnetic field, which is nearly horizontal. Further, the parallel
density gradient does not act as an important source mechanism for driving plasma
wave instabilities in the ionosphere. One typically neglects the parallel gradient in
comparison to the perpendicular gradient.
The first parameter (Vn I Bo), is easily obtained in a toroidal plasma vessel.
As for the second, (fpe fee), in the ionosphere the ratio can be as high as 8 to 1.
Producing such a plasma is more difficult in the lab since it is the magnetic field that
confines the plasma, allowing high densities. In the case of the RF-produced plasma,
the magnetic field must be such that a resonance layer exists to absorb the radiation.
Thus for RF plasmas in VTF the ratio is roughly one. The electron beam plasmas
require a minimum toroidal field to prevent arcing to the grounded chamber walls.
Good beam plasmas can produce a plasma to cyclotron frequency ratio of 3.
The third and fourth conditions tend to go hand in hand. The (relatively) high
neutral pressure makes for low fractional ionization and high collision rates. Plasmas
can be made with various gasses. Hydrogen has been traditionally used. For elec-
tron beam plasmas Argon ionizes more easily and consistently produces high current
beams.
Lastly, the biased hot-cathodes produce parallel electric fields and strong perpen-
dicular electric fields similar to those produced by neutral winds and other mecha-
nisms in the ionosphere.

Chapter 3
Observations in VTF Plasmas
After two years of construction the first experiments conducted using the Versatile
Toroidal Facility (VTF) began in the summer of 1991. RF produced plasmas were
used to study anomalous absorption of microwaves in turbulent plasmas [Moriarty
1992]. Further upgrades to VTF have continued since including the installation of a
beam plasma discharge (BPD) system during '93 and '94. With the addition of the
BPD system the versatility of VTF was broadened to include the capability to create
plasma environments similar to the Aurora.
Experiments have been conducted on VTF to explore various wave phenomena
similar to those found during ionospheric heating experiments, beam injection experi-
ments in space, and in naturally occurring aurora. Two types of plasma environments
were created in VTF: beam plasma discharges and RF produced plasmas. Except
where noted the plasmas are produced in hydrogen. The different emissions detected
from the two plasma environments are presented in this chapter.
3.1 Beam Plasma Discharges
In this section, experiments exploring current driven instabilities will be reported.
Steady state and pulsed spectra will be presented as well as measurements of ion
temperature and wavenumbers of the modes excited by beam plasma discharges.
Complementary experiments have been performed by others in space using the shuttle
or rockets as described in Chapter 4. The ECHO 7 electron beam rocket experiment
is particularly useful as a comparison and is described in Section 4.3.2. Theoretical
descriptions of beam produced emissions in VTF, the aurora and the ionosphere as
well as a modified analysis of the current convective instability are found in Chapter
5.
A drawing of the plasma and beam source is shown in Figure 2-7. The drawing
shows two emitters producing a helical beam with six rungs. The data presented in
this section also use two emitters; however, the magnetic fields were such that each
beam consisted of about ten rungs. Specifically, the toroidal field was 864 Gauss and
the vertical field was 16 Gauss.
The experimental diagnostic setup is shown in Figure 2-11; provided is a cross-
sectional view of the vacuum vessel containing a plasma, waves, and radial-scannable
potential probe. The received fluctuation signal is not filtered before being fed to the
input of a spectrum analyzer; however, as described in Section 2.1.6 a DC break was
always used to protect the instrument. Simultaneously, measurements of Langmuir
probe ion saturation current were taken to provided the density profile shown in
Figure 3-1. The corresponding Langmuir probe V-I characteristic is shown in Section
3.1.3, Figure 3-16.
A beam plasma with large currents (roughly 60 amps out of each filament) pro-
duces a peak density near 3 x 10"cm- 3 . This corresponds to roughly ten times the
density of an RF produced plasma. Electron and ion temperatures deduced from
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Figure 3-1: Density profile for an electron beam produced hydrogen plasma.
gridded energy analyzer characteristics are about 10 eV. (See Section 3.1.3.)
The example beam density profile was created by two simultaneous beams. The
interaction among multiple beams can be complicated but has a few general features.
Multiple beam plasmas tend to create radially broader density profiles. This feature
is a result of one beam filling in the gaps between rungs of the other beam. Although
the density profiles are measured radially and the rungs of the helical beams are
separated vertically, the addition of a second beam can fill in the profile radially.
This occurs because of a tilt of the rectangular shaped beam. As the Langmuir probe
scans radially it can cut through the lower end of a rung of one beam then further out
cut through the upper end of a rung of the other beam. At extreme beam currents
- 100 amps each - the gaps can be completely filled in to produce a plasma that is
nearly uniform vertically and closely parabolic radially.
Another beam plasma discharge feature is that while peak densities are mostly
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Figure 3-2: Typical emission spectrum for 2 x 60 amp beam plasma discharge.
determined by the value of an individual beam current, often the addition of a second
beam will enhance the output of the first. For example, if one beam outputs 15 amps
then the peak density will be about 5 x 1010cm - 3. If a second beam additionally injects
15 amps then the peak density will remain about the same. But more typically the
use of two beams will cause both to emit more current, about 70 amps each. The
peak density will then be more like 5 x 10"cm-3 .
3.1.1 Steady State Spectra of Excited Plasma Modes
A wealth of plasma waves have been found to be excited by currents driven in a beam
plasma discharge. A typical fluctuation spectrum produced by the beam plasma is
shown in Figure 3-2. The emitted spectra cover a range of frequencies from below the
lowest resolvable frequency of the available spectrum analyzer (100 kHz) to several
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GHz. It is a compilation of six individual shots each linearly sweeping a seperate
frequency range: DC - 1 MHz, 1 MHz - 10 MHz, 10 MHz - 100 MHz, 100 MHz -
500 MHz, 500 MHz - 1.5 GHz, and 1.5 GHz - 2.7 GHz; with respective resolution
bandwidths: 10 kHz, 100 kHz, 300 kHz, 1 MHz, 3 MHz, and 3 MHz. Each shot's
data had was scaled according to the resolution bandwidth for that partucular shot
so that a common power density could be obtained.
There are particularly intense low frequency modes, below the lower-hybrid fre-
quency, corresponding to the range of frequencies excited by the current convective
instability. A second prominent range of emitted waves cover the whistler frequencies,
above the lower-hybrid resonance and below the electron cyclotron frequency. Closer
inspection of the whistler emissions, shown in Figures 3-10 through 3-13, will reveal
a half-cyclotron cutoff. This phenomenon is discussed in Section 4.4 and 5.3.
Figure 3-2 is useful for comparison against the data recorded in the ECHO 7
experiment, Figure 4-2. First note that since there is no background spectrum in
VTF (the thermal fluctuations are near the noise floor of the instrumentation) all
waves are excited by the beam. The radiated whistler waves will be shown, in Section
4.3.2, to be like those of the ECHO 7 experiment. However, VTF beam plasmas
produce low-frequency modes - below fd, the ion cyclotron frequency - which are not
excited by the ECHO experiments.
Figure 3-3 is a view of the emission spectrum from 0-100 MHz. The figure shows
emission below the lower-hybrid frequency having increasing intensities with corre-
sponding increases in beam currents. (Note that in addition to the beam excited
waves there are waves near the lower-hybrid resonance created by the RF. Lower-
hybrid waves can also be produced by a beam but are lower in intensity. As in this
case, often an RF plasma is used in VTF to assist the generation of a beam plasma.
At the location of this measurement the presence of the RF had no effect on the
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Figure 3-3: Emission spectra for varying beam currents with RF assist.
production of low frequency current driven waves.) Also note the slight drop off at
the leftmost end and slight rise at the rightmost end are artifacts of the curve fitting
processing used - which the author cautions against.
A scan of all measurable frequencies as a function of radius is provided in Figures
3-4 through Figures 3-8. In all panels the axes are frequency, major radius, and power.
Each figure was produced by a single radial probe scan with the spectrum analyzer
sweeping at a rate of 50 msec per sweep. The sampled data was then distibuted into
a mesh of 32 frequency bins and 32 radial bins and averaged to give a single value
for each bin. In most cases two rows containing the data for the frequncy bins near
zero were discarded due to a large DC spike generated by the analyzer. Data taken"
during the return at the end of each sweep was also discarded.
For the figures shown the plasma parameters are as follows: fee=4.6 GHz, fe=3.2
GHz, fpi=73 MHz, flh,=60 MHz, fi=2.4 MHz, and fuh,=5.6 GHz. Figure 3-4 shows
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Figure 3-4: Emitted spectra for a BPD in H2, 100 kHz - 1 MHz.
strong excitation of waves below the ion cyclotron frequency. In Section 5.2 this range
of wave emission will be suggested to be driven by the current convective instability,
a phenomenon common to the auroral ionosphere. Figure 3-5 shows emitted spectra
near the ion cyclotron frequency. In both cases the wave intensity as a function
of radius closely follows the plasma density. Figure 3-6 shows the relatively lower
intensity lower-hybrid waves. Figures 3-7 and 3-8 show significant whistler wave
emission - whistler waves being defined as the range of frequencies above the lower
hybrid resonance and below the electron cyclotron frequency. By contrast to the
low-frequency modes, the whistler wave intensity is more uniform in radius.
Figure 3-9 provides a power spectral density plot of emitted waves near 1.5 GHz
for the case having a toroidal magnetic field of about 1600 Gauss. The plot is similar
to those in Figures 3-4 through 3-8 but the view is from directly above the plot. (The
drop in intensity near 1.8 GHz is an instrument effect.) The interesting feature to note
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Figure 3-5: Emitted spectra for a BPD in H2, 1 MHz - 10 MHz.
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Figure 3-6: Emitted spectra for a BPD in H2, 10 MHz - 100 MHz.
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Figure 3-7: Emitted whistler waves in a BPD in H2, 100 MHz - 500 MHz.
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Figure 3-8: Emitted whistler waves in a BPD in H2, 500 MHz - 1500 MHz.
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Figure 3-9: Whistler wave emission showing propagation in a vacuum.
is shown for major radii above 120 cm. For these radii the potential probe was inside
a vacuum vessel port extension, i.e. the plasma density was zero. Waves received in
this region corresponded to electromagnetic waves in free space. The presence of the
conducting walls of the port allows us to analyze the wave propagation as if it were
in a waveguide with one end shorted. Given the size of the port, 50 cm x 50 cm x
50 cm, lowest order modes had radial propagation wavelengths of about 90% of those
in free space. The port cover reflected waves and returned them to the plasma thus
setting up a standing wave. The resulting electric field pattern had intensity peaks
spaced by half-wavelengths. The plot shows peaks spaced 10 cm apart corresponding
to half the free-space wavelength, 20 cm for a 1.5 GHz wave. The locations of the
peaks decrease radially for decreasing frequencies. For a 10% decrease in frequency
the location of a peak moved half a wavelength further from the reflecting port cover.
The peak near 130 cm is five half-wavelengths away from the cover and hence moves
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Figure 3-10: Whistler emission with half-cyclotron cutoff. B(100cm)=847 Gauss.
5 x 10% or 50% further away.
Described in Sections 4.4, Whistler Phenomena in Space Plasmas, and 5.3, Theory
of Electron Beam Produced Whistlers, is a half-cyclotron cutoff phenomenon which
exhibits a wave intensity upper cutoff frequency which is a function of the geomagnetic
field. This feature can be seen in Figures 3-10 through 3-13 which show plots of the
whistler range of frequencies in VTF beam plasmas. In each is shown that the cutoff
frequency is indeed a function of radius, presumably because of the 1/R effect of the
toroidal magnetic field. Figures 3-10 and 3-11 are for the case having a toroidal field
of 847 Gauss at a major radius of 100 cm, B(R=100)=847 Gauss, corresponding to an
electron cyclotron frequency, fe, of 2.37 GHz. Figure 3-10 shows whistler emissions
beginning to fall off at 0.58 +/- 0.01 of the electron cyclotron frequency. The same
information is displayed in Figure 3-11 but with a view from above and with x's
marking the locations of the f, x 0.58 frequncies. Figure 3-12 is for B(R=100)=954
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Figure 3-11: Whistler emission with half-cyclotron cutoff. B(100cm)=847 Gauss.
Gauss and f,=2.67 GHz, and shows a cutoff at 0.62 +/- 0.01 of fe. Finally, Figure
3-13 shows data for B(R=100)=1032 Gauss and f,=2.9 GHz corresponding to cutoffs
at 0.62 +/- 0.1 of fee.
3.1.2 Pulsed Experiments
Pulsed experiments were performed on VTF to explore the linear growth of the current
driven waves. The motivation arose when it became clear that the steady state
condition of the plasma was non-linear due to the strong electric fields of the driven
plasma modes. In principle, by observing the growth of the instabilities, a more
accurate comparison to the linear theories could be made.
Shown in Figure 3-14 is the timing setup for the pulsed experiments. Three traces
are shown. The tallest trace shows the repelling bias voltage applied to the filament
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Figure 3-12: Whistler emission with half-cyclotron cutoff. B(100cm)=954 Gauss.
(arc voltage). Its rise time is typically 100 psec. The next tallest signal is that of
the spectrum analyzer trace while set to zero span, centered on 5 MHz. The third
trace is that of the current emitted from the filaments (arc current). The first feature
of interest is that the time scale of changes to the 5 MHz signal is comparable to
the time changes in the are current - and corresponding changes in plasma density.
A second feature to note is the time scale of the horizontal axis - milliseconds. The
growth rate of the waves, calculated in Section 5.2 is much faster than changes in
beam current. Therefore the waves see a steady state plasma as it slowly develops.
So at any given moment the waves have already reached non-linear amplitudes. This
slow development of the plasma compared to the wave growth time precludes linear
growth experiments.
Further insight can be obtained from the pulsed experiments. A comparison of the
5 MHz signal in Figure 3-14 to the 500 MHz signal shown in Figure 3-15 shows a clear
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Figure 3-13: Whistler emission with half-cyclotron cutoff. B(100cm)=1032 Gauss.
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Figure 3-14: Timing of pulsed beam plasmas with the 5 MHz signal displayed.
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Figure 3-15: Timing of pulsed beam plasmas with the 500 MHz signal displayed
difference in the development of the two modes. In the case of the 500 MHz signal,
the wave quickly develops then dies away; by contrast, the 5 MHz signal gradually
develops as the plasma density grows. This is consistent with laboratory experiments
by Kellogg et al. [1986b] which exhibited a similar phenomena termed the "front
edge effect". In VTF the filaments first emit a fast beam which preferentially excites
whistler radiation, then as the plasma develops and the current becomes more of a
drifting Maxwellian - some high energy electrons slow down and heat the plasma -
the low-frequency modes grow.
3.1.3 Temperature Measurements
The electron temperature can be measured either by a Langmuir probe or by an
energy analyzer. Figure 3-16 shows a Langmuir probe V-I characteristic for a beam
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Figure 3-16: Langmuir probe characteristic for a beam plasma.
plasma. A Langmuir probe V-I characteristic can be read graphically as shown in
Figure 3-17. A tangent to the V-I curve near the knee (where the curve begins to
bend sharply from negative to positive currents) is drawn. A line of constant current
is drawn at the value of the ion saturation current. A third line is drawn vertically
intersecting the point where the tangent is taken. The voltage difference between the
two intersection points on the horizontal line is the electron temperature. The trace
in Figure 3-16 indicates a beam plasma electron temperature of about 7 eV.
The electron temperature may also be measured by a gridded energy analyzer.
Figure 3-18, a typical beam plasma collector characteristic in electron mode, also
shows that Te is around 7 eV. Note how the gridded energy analyzer's collector char-
acteristic in electron mode has a striking similarity to the Langmuir probe trace.
This is no accident, of course, since both are basically traces of the function AeVb/Te,
where Vb is the bias voltage relative to the plasma potential, and Te is the electron
Volts
Figure 3-17: Ideal Langmuir probe V-I characteristic measured graphically.
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Figure 3-18: Gridded energy analyzer collector characteristic in electron mode.
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Figure 3-19: Gridded energy analyzer collector characteristic in ion mode.
temperature.
Figure 3-19 shows the analyzer collector characteristic in ion mode. A similar
graphical measurement may be made as with the Langmuir probe characteristic;
however, for the case of the analyzer in ion mode, the horizontal line should be at
zero. For the case of Figure 3-19, an amplifier offset shows a "zero current" value of
-0.28 x 10-' amps; and, the knee of the curve shows an ion temperature, Ti, of about
8eV.
3.1.4 Wavenumber measurements
Wavelength measurements are notoriously difficult to make in plasmas. Whereas
spectrum analyzers are routinely used to obtain frequency information, a k-spectrum
analyzer (called Fourier analyzers in equipment catalogs) which requires two signal
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inputs and correspondingly more complex electronics is prohibitively expensive. A
Fourier analyzer can be constructed from two paralleled spectrum analyzers or from
a series of mixers, filters, and VCO's. Wavelength measurements using the latter
method have been performed at 2 GHz by Moriarty [1992].
Rather than performing the correlation with analog circuits one may digitize the
signals from two probes and perform all analysis with suitable software, e.g. Matlab.
The major difficulties with this method stem from bandwidth and dynamic range
limitations of the analog to digital converters. Plasma emissions under study can
have power spectral densities at different frequencies varying by more than 80 dB.
Further, wideband emissions typically have gigahertz bandwidth. Given these spectra
an ideal A/D converter would have at least sixteen bit resolution and sample at over
four gigasamples per second. Of course this is impractical. Bandwidth issues can
be alleviated by proper filtering (and choice of frequency range for study); whereas
dynamic range issues are met by signal prewhitening. A discussion of several practical
issues of signal analysis can be found in [Blackman and Tukey, 1958].
The method of recording potential gradients rather that the absolute potentials is
intended to automatically pre-whiten the signal for reduced dynamic range. A wide
bandwidth signal
E(t) = E, cos(knx - wt)
composed of components with equal electric fields, results in potential fluctuations
0(t) = Z cos(kn, - wut)
with extremely large values as kn --+ 0. Contrast this with the case of a wide band-
width signal composed of equal potentials:
01(t) = E 0, cos(kx - wut).
n
The former case is usual for most plasma wave instabilities. By using two nearby
probes and sending the signal through a differential amplifier, the demands on the
digitizer should be significantly reduced. For wavelengths less than the spacing of the
probe this method would bring diminished returns but would be no worse than the
single tip method.
The low frequency power spectrum produced by beam emissions in VTF plasmas
have roughly a w- 3 power law. Because of the dominant lowest frequency fluctuations
it was not possible to accurately digitize higher frequencies without the use of high-
pass filters at the inputs to the Tek amplifiers and additional high-pass filters on the
outputs of the amps. Using second order, discrete, passive filters with cutoffs at 200
kHz at the amp inputs and first order high-pass filters with cutoffs at 10 kHz on the
outputs of the amps, the lowest (10 kHz) fluctuations were reduced to amplitudes
comparable to the frequencies of interest (200 kHz - 1 MHz). In some cases the 200
kHz signals were as much as 20 dB below the level of 10 kHz fluctuations. Even
with the pre-whitening high-pass filters in place there was still a tradeoff between
resolution at higher frequencies and saturation at lower frequencies. A compromise
was found by setting amplifier gains such that the signal saturated about 1% of the
time leaving more than 4 bits of resolution at 1 MHz. The saturated data was later
discarded during signal processing in Matlab as described below.
It was suggested that measuring differentially should provide better signal sen-
sitivity, particularly at small wavelengths, than a single ended measurement [Kuo,
1995]. From Figure 2-20 it can be seen that the signal from Vj appears across the
inputs to the differential amplifier - except for the drop across the plasma resistance.
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Figure 3-20: Power spectral density for a differential measurement.
If the inverting input to the amplifier were connected to ground instead, as in the
case of a single ended measurement, the signal would have to pass through ground
then through Z,,. Physically, Zc is the path connecting the vacuum vessel walls to
the plasma region being measured. The exact modelling of this impedance is still
unknown. It was argued that since the plasma is floating and is highly magnetized -
and therefore has a small cross- field conductance - Z, would take on a large value.
One may also consider the plasma's electrostatic shielding ability and consider Zc
to be a large capacitor and hence a low impedance. Figure 3-20 displays the power
spectral density for the case of a differential measurement, the signal labeled "SSC3"
in Figure 2-20. Figure 3-21 shows the corresponding power spectral density for the
case of a single ended measurement, "SSC3" with the inverting input grounded.
The argument followed that if Z, were a large impedance, differential measure-
ments should also subtract out the common mode voltage, V,, created by the sum of
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Figure 3-21: Power spectral density for a single ended measurement.
all waves between the vacuum vessel wall and the region being measured. For corre-
lation measurements, where absolute intensities are important, it seemed necessary
to measure differentially so as to subtract out this common mode voltage.
Figures 3-20 and 3-21 show that near 200 kHz the spectral density is higher for
the single ended case. The two cases shown are typical measurements for VTF BPD.
However, as discussed in Section 2.1.5 there always exists some variability in the
beam plasma conditions from shot to shot, as much as 6 dB of power spectral density.
But, putting the variability aside, the data supports the latter model of return path
impedance and that differential measurements were not necessary. The difficulty of
(and time spent) setting up a balanced broadband differential measurement for several
tips could have been avoided.
The radial location of the correlation probe was chosen such that the tips were
all at locations of equal plasma density. With this precaution spatial variations in
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Figure 3-22: Approximate lines of constant density in a beam plasma discharge.
wave intensities may be interpreted as due to propagation effects or changes in phase
rather than the natural amplitude variations that follow density gradients. Figure 3-
22 is a conceptual presentation of lines of constant plasma density for a beam plasma
discharge. At a radius equal to the location of a beam the density varies drastically
with height (except in the case of 100 amp/beam shots not presented here). Near the
vessel outer wall the density is constant but near zero. The optimum location for the
probe is at maximum density with minimum height dependence. For the experiments
presented the probe was located at a major radius of 115 cm. At this location the
signal intensities were large enough to use reasonable amplifier gains (approximately
gain of ten) to provide the necessary +/- 0.25 V for digitizer saturation.
An examination of the correlation measurements can be accomplished with the
use of Matlab's signal processing routines. By bandpass filtering at a given frequency
(say 1 MHz) with a filter Q of 20 (i.e. + 100 kHz) one can use the cross-correlation
function to determine the signal delay. For the cases examined, the lag for optimum
correlation was zero. This implies no time delay, or phase shift from one probe to the
next. A possible explanation of this unreasonably fast perpendicular phase velocity
is that the waves are standing. Standing waves, described as A cos(kx) cos(wt), have
uniform phase in all space as opposed to travelling waves, A cos(kx - wt), which shift
phase as they move in space. A more lengthy description of the measurable differences
between standing and travelling waves can be found in [Moriarty 1992].
To measure the wavelength of a standing wave one must use two probes to deter-
mine the potential gradient or electric field and compare this to a two-point potential
gradient measured nearby. Any amplitude change will be due to the cos(kx) factor
mentioned above. For a fixed probe array one may use three nearby probes to mea-
sure simultaneous potential gradients. By digitizing a wide bandwidth e.g. 4:1, and
selectively filtering in the digital domain, a dispersion curve may be obtained.
The process of digitally filtering the signal with a bandpass filter with large but
finite Q extracts the fluctuation component of interest but with some side effects. By
filtering the fluctuation signals with a Chebyshev filter having a Q of 5 the signals in
Figure 3.1.4 result. From this picture it is difficult to determine relative phase and
amplitude between the three signals. For standing waves ideally one signal would
always be largest in amplitude with the other would have a lesser amplitude by a
factor cos(kx) where k is the wavenumber and x is the probe spacing. For travelling
waves both signals would have equal amplitudes with phases differing by the cosine
factor above. It is clear from Figure 3.1.4 that the data fits neither case very well.
The slowly varying envelopes on each of the signals complicates matters. They
are the result of the 100 kHz wide filter allowing the various components to beat
together and partly the result of the startup transient or impulse response of the
Chebyshev filter. To eliminate this feature one could use a filter with much higher Q
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Figure 3-23: Filtered correlation signals.
thus eliminating the beat pattern. However, the plasma is not perfectly stationary and
a very high Q filter would not respond quickly enough to any burstyness of the beam
emissions. By using a much lower Q filter the response is much faster and can follow
quick changes in plasma wave amplitude, but the resulting filtered signals having no
coherent components, would be difficult to compare relative phases or amplitudes.
A different signal processing method proved more fruitful. First, any regions of the
data showing digitizer saturation were discarded. Then the data was broken into short
windows in time. The length of the windows were chosen to be long enough to give a
frequency resolution such that the components mixed together in one bin would not
beat together and average to zero and short enough to sufficiently capture the bursty
nature of the plasma. A window length of 32 ptsec was selected corresponding to a
frequency resolution of 62.5 kHz. Each window was then fast Fourier transformed.
Within windows relative amplitudes and phases could then be compared.
x 10-3
Previous correlation measurements in beam plasma discharges, [Kellogg, 1986b],
have shown deceivingly incoherent structures. The variable nature of the VTF BPD's
also proved difficult to analyze. Because of this non-stationary nature of the plasma
a statistical approach was taken. By averaging the relative amplitudes and phases for
all windows a trend could be established and the wavenumber could be determined.
The results were a bit surprising. The shot averaged electric field ratio from two
locations,
1 SSC1(wj)
n ,E SSC2(wj)
resulted in no identifiable wavelength. Ideally the plot of power ratio as a function of
frequency would look like a fringe pattern. The probes would be at equal amplitudes
for long wavelengths. For shorter wavelengths one tip would be at a null and the ratio
would be large. For still shorter wavelengths they would be equal but out of phase
etc. The shot averaged phase shift:
1 N IM[F(SSC1(tn))] IM[F(SSC2(tn))]
n I----1
n 1, RE[F(SSC1(t))] arctan RE[F(SSC2(tn))]
where SSCj(tn) is the 256 sample bin of the digitized signal SSCj, F is denotes the
Fourier transform, and IM(RE) takes the imaginary(real) part of a complex number,
indicated less than a tenth of a radian of phase shift between signals, suggesting
constant phase throughout the vessel. This type of analysis is similar to the analysis
performed by Powers et al., [1988]. Both cases use a method of time varying amplitude
and phase coefficients; but, the previous work provides a coefficient for each sample
whereas the work presented here calculates a coefficent for each 256 sample bin.
Figure 3-24 displays the phase shift from one probe tip to another as measured
poloidally across the toroidal magnetic field. Correlation measurements have also
been taken with the probes spaced along the toroidal magnetic field measuring kll.
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Figure 3-24: Average phase shift of correlated signals as a function of frequency.
A statistical analysis showed similar results as those from above which measure k1 .
Both sets of experiments suggest a parallel phase velocity, , greater than that
resolvable by the instrumentation. In this case the measurement predicts parallel
phase velocities much faster than the ion acoustic speed.
The correlation measurements suggest three things. First, measurements of par-
allel wavenumbers, kll, show no propagation delays along the magnetic field, thus
excluding the existence of ion acoustic waves. This is consistent with a compari-
son of drift thresholds found in Section 5.1. Second, measurements of perpendicular
wavenumbers, kI (or ko in toroidal coordinates), also show no propagation delays
which suggest long perpendicular wavelengths. If the nonlinear theories [Chaturvedi
and Ossakow, 1979] reviewed in Section 5.2.2 are applied to this situation, the con-
clusion is that the current convective waves have reached saturated amplitudes which
propagate radially.
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Figure 3-25: RF produced plasma density profile.
3.2 RF Produced Plasmas
This section includes data recorded from parametric decay experiments conducted in
VTF RF plasmas with the conditions fo > fpe,c,. The experimental setup, shown in
Figure 2-11, is not terribly complex; and, the RF source is also seemingly straightfor-
ward. However, in many cases elegance and simplicity provide believable results free
of instrumentational errors (recall Section 2.1.6).
The data presented in this section was recorded from the radially scannable probe
housing the Langmuir probe and fluctuation potential probe. For the following
experiments the plasma parameters were as follows: TF(R=100 cm)=792 Gauss,
f,(R = 100cm)=2.2 GHz, fp,,ra=2 GHz, fpir,,=45 MHz, flh,(R = 100cm)=20
MHz, and fi(R = 100cm)= 1.1 MHz. An RF plasma density profile is shown in Fig-
ure 3-25. Peak plasma densities of about 5 x 10' 0cm - 3 are typical. Langmuir probe
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Figure 3-26: RF plasma Langmuir probe V-I characteristic showing Te=8 eV.
measurements show electron temperatures of 8 eV (see Figure 3-26), while gridded
energy analyzer measurements indicate ion temperatures to be less than 1 eV.
Early spectral analysis of RF plasmas showed no signs of parametric decay upper
sidebands. Further attempts to detect decay daughter waves with the combination
of RF and beam injection uncovered an interaction between the plasma and the
magnetron in addition to suggesting an instrumentational flaw. Figure 3-27 shows a
spectrum recorded by a faulty spectrum analyzer. Figure 3-28 shows a spectrum of
the same injected RF with the presence of a BPD. A comparison of the two spectra
would suggest the existence of a parametric decay instability. However, many features
were inconsistent and later it was discovered that the spectrum analyzer was not
working correctly. One flaw was that the analyzer internally attenuated the signal
by roughly 30 dB and hence absolute power levels were not correct. A byproduct of
this flaw is that low intensity signals fell below the noise level and hence were were
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Figure 3-27: Injected RF spectra recorded with a faulty analyzer.
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Figure 3-28: Spectra of RF with presence of BPD recorded by a faulty analyzer.
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Figure 3-29: Spectral broadening of pump wave near 2.45 GHz due to PDI.
not visible. The false parametric decay instability (PDI) shown in Figure 3-28 was
due to a loading effect of the plasma on the magnetron. Although a circulator was
in place it only had 20 dB of rejection. This non ideal circulator allowed the cutoff
RF power to be reflected back into the launching horn, travel past the circulator and
cause the magnetron's center frequency to hop. The hopping produced a spectrum
roughly 5 MHz wide. The actual PDI process described below produces a spectrum
about 50 MHz wide.
Spectral analysis of RF produced plasmas (with a correctly functioning spectrum
analyzer) indicate a parametric decay process is responsible for converting the in-
jected electromagnetic waves into electrostatic waves which are easily absorbed by
the plasma particles via landau damping. Figures 3-29 and 3-30 show the only emis-
sions detected in an RF produced plasma. A comparison of Figure 3-29 against a
spectrum of the injected magnetron RF power shown in Figure 3-31 shows spectral
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Figure 3-30: Parametric decay daughter waves in an RF produced plasma.
broadening toward lower frequencies. (The pump wave shown in Figure 3-31 seems
to be offset by 10 MHz. This is due to a thermal process in the magnetron. As the
magnetron warms up the power decreases in frequency slowly for a second or more
then settles at roughly 2.46 GHz. However, the spectral shape of the pump wave does
not change with time.) The spectral broadening is attributed to a parametric decay
process discussed in Section 5.4. The power in the 10-100 MHz band shown in Figure
3-30 is interpreted as being daughter waves produced by the process.
A review of the RF plasma density profile, Figure 3-25, clearly shows the power
is not being deposited at the cyclotron resonance. In the case shown the cyclotron
resonance is almost 10 cm inboard of the peak density. In fact, it is not necessary for
the electron cyclotron resonance to be inside the vacuum vessel for the RF plasma to
exist. This characteristic was accidentally discovered as a side-effect of the TF power
supplies.
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Figure 3-31: Spectrum of injected RF pump power.
The TF power control loop has some overshoot associated with it. The current
level can be set such that during the overshoot, but not after it settles, the magnetic
field will be large enough to produce a cyclotron resonance just inside the vacuum
vessel near the inner wall at R=62 cm. If the RF is injected during the TF overshoot
a plasma will be produced; and, the combination of TF and plasma density will create
an upper hybrid resonance layer near R=72 cm. Soon after (within 250 msec) the TF
will settle back to its selected value; and consequently, the plasma will move inward to
near R=65 cm. The resultant environment will have a plasma with an upper hybrid
resonance inside the vessel but not an electron cyclotron resonance. If the RF is not
turned on until after the TF overshoot a plasma will not be produced, i.e. with no
plasma density the upper hybrid resonance and the electron cyclotron resonance will
both be located at R=55 cm thus precluding the parametric decay process near the
upper hybrid layer.
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Figure 3-32: Spectrum of PDI daughter waves as a function of frequency and radius.
Further, the density peak occurs at the same location as the peak power of the
daughter waves shown in the 3D plot of Figure 3-32. (Note: in Figure 3-32 the lower
hybrid resonance and ion plasma frequencies are marked for values at major radius
of 100 cm. The fhr, and fpa profiles peak at R=100 cm and decrease to zero at the
plasma edge.)
The production of electrostatic parametric decay daughter waves, the TF over-
shoot phenomena, and the collocation of plasma density and electrostatic waves sug-
gest the plasma source mechanism to be due to particle absorption of the electrostatic
waves. The preferential heating of electrons by the electrostatic waves has been seen
in previous works [Porkolab et al., 1975] and resulted in a large ratio of temperatures,
T,/T» > 1. In VTF RF plasmas this ratio has been found to be about ten to one.
Recent VTF experiments have studied plasma wave phenomena in the presence
of a BPD in addition to RF injection [Lee et al., 1996]. The BPD creates plasma
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Figure 3-33: PDI producing both Stokes and Anti-Stokes modes [Lee et al., 1996].
conditions such that fpe > fo > foe. For this case the decay process preferentially
excites Langmuir waves and ion acoustic waves. Further, the PDI daughter Langmuir
waves scatter off of beam excited lower-hybrid waves to create frequency upshifted
(Anti-Stokes) Langmuir modes. Figure 3-33 shows the high frequency pump wave,
Langmuir daughter waves, and the frequency upshifted modes. Figure 3-34 shows the
corresponding low frequency decay waves: ion acoustic waves below 40 MHz and the
lower-hybrid waves near 60 MHz. These results successfully reproduce experiments
performed at the Arecibo Observatory, shown in Figures 4-4 and 4-5 [Lee et al., 1996]
and are discussed further is Section 5.4.
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Figure 3-34: Low frequency spectrum of RF and beam PDI [Lee et al., 1996].
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Chapter 4
Observations in Space Plasmas
Plasma phenomena associated with the aurora have interested plasma physicists for
decades. Ground based experiments have been performed in attempts to explain the
interaction of energetic particles streaming along the Earth's field and their emission
of hiss or wideband electromagnetic radiation and/or their subsequent ionization of
ambient neutral particles with corresponding emission of light. With the development
of the Space Shuttle it was found that during low Earth orbit the craft would interact
with the ionosphere and aurora to cause wake turbulence and other effects.
Since then, numerous experimental campaigns have been carried out to explore
the natural occurring phenomena or effects of the Shuttle on the space environment.
In some cases payloads have been deployed from the orbiting craft that injected
electron beams to simulate the aurora. In other cases rockets have been launched
from points such as Alaska through an active auroral region, emitting electron beams
and recording the effects with remote payloads.
In addition to containing reviews of passive observations of naturally occurring
wave phenomena, this chapter has discussions of two types of space experiments and
comparisons to similar ground based experiments such as those performed on VTF.
4.1 Convective Instability Phenomena in Space
Phenomena similar to those seen in VTF beam plasmas have been observed naturally
in the ionosphere. As described by Kelley, [1979] four common types of instabilities
have been detected by incoherent scatter radar. Type 1, or two stream is a modified
Bunneman instability where electrons Hall drift in the E x B direction while ions
are held back due to collisions with neutrals. This mechanism commonly occurs in
the equatorial electrojet [Pfaff et al., 1987]. Type 2 is the gradient drift instability
caused by an E x B drift superimposed on a plasma density gradient. Type two
instabilities are seen in the auroral arc. Type 3 is the collisional electrostatic ion
cyclotron instability. Finally, type 4 is a two stream instability similar to type 1 but
with elevated acoustic speeds.
Lab experiments have been performed to explore the drift instabilities discussed
above. Kustom et al., [1985], studied the Farley Instability, or Type 1 instability.
D'Angelo, [1974], found certain excited waves with phase velocities greater than the
local acoustic speed, Vph > Cs such as with Type 4 instabilities.
Each of the ionospheric wave instabilities described above exhibits a similar feature
or two with those measured in VTF. However, a separate process termed the current
convective instability more closely shares mechanisms with those of the low frequency
VTF emissions.
The DNA' Wideband satellite has detected scintillation phenomena caused by L
shell2 aligned, field aligned, large-scale irregularities occurring in the high latitudes.
[Vickrey et al., 1980]. Associated with the irregularities are soft particle precipita-
1A Defense Nuclear Agency satellite whose purpose is to provide measurements of ionospheric
density and other properties.
2The L value is the equatorial crossing distance, in Earth radii, of a geomagnetic dipole field line
(whose footprint, or point of entry into the Earth's surface, may be located at high latitudes). At
Arecibo, the magnetic field has an L value of 1.5. At Tromso Norway the L value is 4. An L shell
is a locus of points in the ionosphere along common field lines.
tion and horizontal plasma density gradients. The current convective instability has
been suggested as a mechanism driving such irregularities [Ossakow and Chaturvedi,
1979]. The current convective instability occurs for field-aligned currents exceeding
a threshold which depends on the local density gradient transverse to the magnetic
field [Kadomtsev and Nedospasov, 1960]. A nonlinear saturation mechanism has been
described [Chaturvedi and Ossakow, 1979], as well as effects of ion inertia, collisional
ions, and electromagnetics [Chaturvedi and Ossakow, 1981]. Numerical simulations
have been performed [Keskinen et al., 1980] including those for large scale-lengths
[Keskinen and Ossakow, 1982] and for small scale-lengths driven by large scalelength
density gradients [Keskinen and Ossakow, 1983].
4.2 Shuttle Experiments
Space Shuttle experiments have been carried out to simulate the aurora's field aligned
currents and the resulting wave emissions. In the Spacelab 2 experiment an energetic,
keV, low intensity, - 100 mA, electron beam was injected into the ambient iono-
sphere at approximately 300 km in altitude [Gurnett et al., 1986, Reeves et al., 1988].
A Plasma Diagnostics Payload (PDP) was deployed to detect the excited plasma
waves. Wideband radiation was detected predominantly covering the whistler range
with occasional emissions near the local plasma and upper-hybrid frequencies. The
excitation process was determined to be simply an inverse Landau damping process
with the energetic electrons and resonant waves. Minimal radiation below the ion-
cyclotron frequency was found.
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4.3 Rocket Experiments
Rockets have been launched into active aurora carrying payloads to inject electron
beams and record the resultant wave emissions. Two separate campaigns are dis-
cussed. "Particle beams released from space vehicles provide a unique way to study
many problems in basic plasma physics in the ionosphere and magnetosphere. Elec-
tron beams, for example, may act as probes or tracers in the large-scale magneto-
sphere, but also generate waves, plasma heating, and current systems in the local
ionosphere. Such experiments are a natural extension of laboratory plasma physics
to a regime where there are no walls, but where a high degree of control may still be
achieved." [Winckler et al., 1989]
4.3.1 The E II B and NVB6 program
Two similar rockets were launched into the aurora from Churchill Research Range
(57.80 N, 93.80 W) [Kellogg et al., 1986a]. Both rockets carried hardware to inject
electron beams into space and record the emitted plasma waves. In each case, large
amounts of VLF, or whistler, radiation was discovered. For cases of high beam cur-
rents, 100 mA, harmonics of the local plasma frequency, nfp,, were excited. In general
the results were similar to beam plasma discharges (BPD) such as those performed
at Johnson Space Center [Kellogg et al., 1986b] and in VTF.
4.3.2 The ECHO program
Several rockets have been launched during the ECHO program. Two such missions
are reviewed here: ECHO 6 and ECHO 7. Each rocket was launched from the Poker
Flat Research Range in Alaska [ Winckler et al., 1984; Winckler et al., 1989; Winglee
and Kellogg, 1990; and Ginet & Ernstmeyer, 1991].
The ECHO 6 experiment in March, 1983, revealed some broadband wave emissions
but had limited spectral resolution and resulted in mostly speculative conclusions.
One particular shortcoming - common to both shuttle and rocket experiments - was
revealed. Because of the high velocities of the experimental apparatus there are
two major limitations: spatial variations of the local plasma potential appear as low
frequency fluctuations via the v V0$ doppler effect; and the short interaction time
of the injected beam in a single location prevents longer time scale waves from being
excited, (e.g. ion waves). Because of this limitation, little has been developed toward
the understanding of naturally occurring ion and other ELF waves in the aurora.
The ECHO 7 program was a rocket deployed electron beam injection experiment.
A payload containing two electron guns injected beams, one along the magnetic field
and one at an angle to the field. A Plasma Diagnostic Package (PDP) recorded
electric fields with a five tipped array of potential probes. Figure 4-1 shows the
various components of the ECHO 7 experiment.
Typical spectra of electric fields detected by the PDP are shown in Figure 4-2.
"The plotted spectra consist of: (a) the Fourier transform of the DC E, component
measured over a 200 ms interval every 0.4 ms (dashed line), (b) the Fourier transform
of the VLF broadband receiver measurement of E, sampled every 0.05 ms over 100 ms
(solid line), and (c) the direct output of the high swept frequency analyzer (HSFA)
measurement of the E. component with a frequency resolution of 30 kHz and a
sweep time of 102 ms between 60 kHz and 5.5 MHz (dot-dashed line). A composite
background spectrum constructed in the same manner from data taken when there
was no beam injection is also shown (dotted line)." [Ginet and Ernstmeyer, 1991].
Marked in Figure 4-2 on the top of the frame are the ion gyrofrequency (fci), the
lower hybrid resonance frequency (flh), the ion plasma frequency (fi), the electron
gyrofrequency (fee), the electron plasma frequency (fpe), and the upper hybrid fre-
quency (fuh). Compare the data from space experiments with those recorded in our
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Figure 4-1: ECHO 7 space experiment including the payload containing electron guns
and the Plasma Diagnostic Package.
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Figure 4-2: Data recorded during the ECHO 7 rocket beam injection experiment.
laboratory experiments as displayed in Figure 3-2. It appears that they are quite
similar. But careful examination of them as elucidated below indicates that different
mechanisms operate in the space experiments and in the laboratory experiments.
First, high-frequency modes with frequencies exceeding the electron gyrofrequency
(f,) were not excited in our VTF plasmas, while they were present in the beam
injection experiments in space. This difference arises from the fact that 36 keV
electron beams were injected in space experiments, whereas 300 eV electron beams
were produced in the VTF plasmas. Note that the thermal electron energy in the
ionosphere and in the VTF are 0.1 eV and 5-8 eV, respectively. As will be shown
in Section 5.3, the theory of beam produced whistlers, a relatively low energy beam
such as can be found in VTF beam plasmas is capable of producing whistler waves.
Contrary to this, very high beam energies are necessary to produce Langmuir waves
which have large phase velocities along the magnetic field - in the direction of the
-1
7
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beam. Thus, the low-energy electron beams are unable to excite Langmuir waves in
VTF. By contrast, whistler waves (viz. modes in the frequency range: flh < f < f,,)
were produced in both space experiments and laboratory experiments possibly by the
convective beam amplification of incoherent Cerenkov noise, [Maggs, 1976], discussed
in Section 5.3.
The other distinctive difference is the low-frequency modes whose frequencies are
less than the lower-hybrid resonance (fhr,). One can see from Figure 4-2 that the
ionospheric plasmas had large background noise in the low-frequency band, f < flh~-
By comparison the energetic electron beams injected into the ionosphere did not
excite the low-frequency modes significantly. Prominent excitation of these modes
does occur in the VTF beam plasmas. The current convective instability requires
relative motion between the bulk electrons and ions (current) such as found in a
drifting Maxwellian plasma. In VTF beam plasmas many of the 300 eV electrons
reduced their speeds to nearly the electron thermal speed via quasilinear diffusion
and the ionization of neutrals along the beam path to the top of the chamber as
opposed to the space experiments where the beams remain at high energies.
The difference in the low-frequency regime of the spectra also stems from the
different background plasma environments. In the space experiments, the sounding
rocket carried the electron guns as its main payload and the electric field probes on a
plasma diagnostic package (PDP). During the experiments, the PDP separated at 1.5
m/s relative to the main payload. Thus the electron beam-plasma interactions and
their subsequent diagnoses were carried out in a rather small ionospheric region which
can reasonably be considered a uniform plasma. An interaction region comparable to
the turbulence scalelength, (1), is required to excite current convective instabilities.
By contrast, the VTF plasmas created by microwaves and/or electron beams have
sharp density gradients across the magnetic field.
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The characteristics of the excited waves by injected electron beams in the iono-
sphere and in VTF can be summarized as follows. Langmuir waves, whistlers, and
lower hybrid waves can be excited by energetic electron beams in the ionospheric plas-
mas. In the VTF plasmas, the injected electron beams produce whistler waves and
especially low-frequency modes with frequencies less than the lower hybrid resonance
frequency (flh,) and even less than the ion gyrofrequency (f~).
4.4 Whistler Phenomena in Space Plasmas
Whistlers, or those waves with frequencies below the plasma electron gyrofrequency
and above the lower-hybrid resonance frequency, have been commonly observed in the
ionosphere since the earliest radio studies during World War II. The name "whistler"
was given because of a characteristic sound created by the propagation effect of the
ionosphere on the waves. In this range of frequencies, the dispersive nature of the
ionosphere is such that higher frequencies have large velocities than lower frequencies
whistler waves. Atmospheric lightning strikes, or spherics, which are sources of intense
radiation that penetrates the ionosphere as whistler mode waves [Kelley et al., 1990],
would send out bursts of broadband emissions in the whistler range. As the packets
propagated along the Earth's magnetic field the higher frequencies would travel faster.
A listener on the ground, some distance away from the lightning strike, would hear
a tone sweep from high to low, much like a whistling sound. Since then, ionospheric
scientists have generalized the term "whistler wave" to include all waves propagating
above the lower hybrid resonance and below the electron cyclotron frequency.
Man-made sources such as U.S. Naval transmitters make whistler waves more com-
mon in some locations. An operating Naval transmitter at 28.5 kHz near the Arecibo
Observatory in Puerto Rico periodically (and unknowingly) contributes to ionospheric
heating experiments by being ducted in heated plasma regions, propagating to the
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magnetosphere, and interacting with energetic particles in space. Ducted whistler
propagation and interaction with the Van Allen belts has been studied [Kennel and
Petschek, 1966] and is briefly reviewed in Section 5.3.
Using the waveguide properties of the ionosphere, whistler waves have been used
as a diagnostic to determine certain properties of the ionospheric F-layer [Shvartsburg
and Stenflo, 1990], annual variations in plasmaspheric electron density [Clilverd et
al., 1991], and radial plasmaspheric drifts [Saxton and Smith, 1989].
The half electron cyclotron cutoff phenomenon for whistlers, seen in VTF BPD
plasmas (Section 3.1) has been observed in the ionosphere [Carpenter, 1968]. It
was found that a large class of ducted magnetospheric whistlers exhibited an upper
intensity cutoff at which the wave amplitude decreased by more than 10 dB within
less than a kilohertz. Particularly, the ratio of cutoff frequency, f-o, to minimum path
gyrofrequency, fH,, was typically 0.51 plus or minus 0.03. This cutoff phenomena has
been predicted by Smith, [1961], and is discussed in Section 5.3.
4.5 Parametric Decay in the Ionosphere
Parametric decay instability experiments have been performed at the Arecibo Obser-
vatory in Arecibo, Puerto Rico. Figure 4-3 shows a sketch of the Arecibo facilities.
Shown are the high power HF heating facility, the UHF incoherent scatter diagnos-
tic facility and a schematic drawing of the ionospheric heated region including the
Earth's magnetic field.
The HF heating facility is a tunable 1 MW CW high gain antenna system. The
frequency may be tuned to 3.175 MHz, 5.1 MHz, 7.4 MHz, or 8.175 MHz having an
effective radiated power (ERP) of 100 MW and may be run in pulsed operation. The
UHF diagnostic is a 430 MHz backscatter radar. The extreme size of the 1000 m di-
fff~>
UHF HF Heater
IS Diagnostic
Figure 4-3: Setup for PDI experiments at Arecibo, Puerto Rico.
ameter dish allows for incoherent in addition to coherent backscatter.3 Not included
in the sketch is a 28.5 kHz Naval VLF transmitter that occasionally operates to com-
municate with submarines. Located approximately 60 km away the VLF transmitter
is useful as a source of whistler radiation for plasma duct experiments or multi-wave
interaction studies.
Previous field experiments performed at the Arecibo Observatory have discovered
frequency-upshifted (Anti-Stokes) parametric decay daughter waves [Lee et al., 1992].
See Figure 4-4. Displayed is a spectrum obtained with the UHF incoherent scatter (IS)
diagnostic during plasma heating experiments. Note the similarity to the spectrum
3The power received from incoherent backscatter is roughly 10- 12 as much as the radiated power,
even with a large collection dish (-1 km2 . The effective aperture-power product for the Arecibo
Observatory is roughly 1011Wm 2 . A radiated power of 1 MW results in a signal of 10- 5 Watt. By
contrast, coherent backscatter is much greater (- 100x) than that of incoherent scatter and hence
requires a smaller radar dish to accomodate. In either case, for good signal to noise levels, large
amounts of averaging is performed in both time and space.
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Figure 4-4: Anti-Stokes Langmuir waves. Heater at 5.1 MHz [Lee et al., 1992].
obtained from VTF anti-stokes experiments, displayed in Figure 3-33.
With the HF heater set to 5.1 MHz the usual cascading decay spectrum is ob-
tained. These waves are displayed between -30 kHz to roughly -110 kHz. (The -25
kHz offset is intentionally introduced to eliminate the large DC component obtained
during the Fourier transform.) The unusual and interesting feature to note is the
lower intensity waves centered about 50 kHz. These anti-stokes modes are proposed
to be produced by non-linear scattering off of pre-existing lower-hybrid waves [Lee et
al., 1992, 1994]. A similar spectrum with the HF heater set to 8.175 MHz is displayed
in Figure 4-5 [Lee et al., 1992].
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Figure 4-5: Anti-Stokes Langmuir waves. Heater at 8.175 MHz [Lee et al., 1992]
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Chapter 5
Theoretical Analysis of
Experiments
In this chapter several source mechanisms for plasma wave instabilities will be ad-
dressed. Because of the anisotropic nature of magnetized plasmas and its ability to
support electrostatic waves, several wave species can exist having the same frequency.
In some cases the plasma may behave like a fluid capable of supporting electrostatic
field aligned modes (waves with fluctuation isocontours along the magnetic field)
propagating across the DC magnetic field such as with the current convective insta-
bility. Other times the plasma particle velocity distribution may be such that kinetic
instabilities exist which excite waves which propagate along the magnetic field, e.g.
ion acoustic waves, or across the magnetic field, e.g. ion cyclotron waves. Further
still, the plasma may merely act as a dielectric which slows electromagnetic waves
to speeds less than some plasma particles and hence allowing Cerenkov radiation of
whistler waves. The very nature of the plasma which allows more than one mecha-
nism to drive waves with the same frequency and allows non-linear wave-particle and
wave-wave interactions complicates plasma wave studies yet provides the excitement
which has interested physicists for decades.
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Figure 5-1: Hydrogen plasma critical drifts for the ion cyclotron, ion acoustic, and
Buneman instabilities.
5.1 Current-driven Ion Cyclotron and Ion Acous-
tic Waves
A common mechanism which excites ion acoustic and ion cyclotron waves is the exis-
tence of relative drift between electrons and ions. The resultant velocity distribution
is best described as a drifting Maxwellian. If the drift speed of the particles is greater
than approximately the acoustic speed then a kinetic instability will result. This well
known process involving inverse Landau damping has been studied extensively.
According to theories by Kindel and Kennel [1971] the ion-acoustic and ion cy-
clotron instabilities are each preferentially excited for different ranges of Te/Ti. Figure
5-1 shows the critical drift velocities to excite various current driven instabilities. VTF
beam plasma discharges have temperature ratios, Te/Ti, near one. For such condi-
tions, the critical drift for the ion acoustic instability is nearly twice the electron
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thermal speed; and, for the ion cyclotron instability the critical drift is about 0.3
times the electron thermal speed.
For comparison to VTF beam plasmas it is useful to calculate the expected relative
drift speed. Using a beam current, I, of 60 amps travelling in a channel having and
area, A, of 60 cm2 with an average density of 2 x 1011cm- 3 , the drift speed, vd,,
is 3.12 x 105 m/sec. Thus in units of electron thermal velocity, vo/vte=0.26, which
is below the critical drift for either instability in Figure 5-1. This calculation is
conservative considering the current channel may be larger than 20 cm by 3 cm. A
glance at Figure 3-1 will reveal a broader plasma.
However, the preferred kinetic instability would be the ion cyclotron instability.
A close inspection of Figure 3-5 reveals a lack of cyclotron harmonics; instead, the
spectrum is continuous. This would seem to suggest the ion cyclotron instability is
not excited; and, even if it were excited it would not account for the emissions below
fci
Regardless, the current convective instability has a lower threshold drift velocity
and hence is the dominant instability mechanism. Shown at the conclusion of the
derivation in Section 5.2 any non-zero drift velocity within a plasma having the con-
ditions such as VTF or the auroral ionosphere the current convective instability will
be preferentially excited. As with competing inverse Landau damping processes, the
instability with the largest growth rate converts the free energy to waves. In this case
the energy from parallel drifts - currents - is converted to current convective waves.
Additionally, the spectra of Figures 3-4 through 3-8 join smoothly indicating a single
source mechanism rather than the current convective fluid instability being dominant
in one region and the ion acoustic kinetic instability being dominant in another.
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5.2 Current Convective Modes
The above described ion acoustic and ion cyclotron instabilities have been frequently
observed in both the ionosphere and in fusion plasmas and are well understood. This
section will focus on a lesser known process, the current convective instability.
The underlying physical mechanism common to each of the systems described in
Section 4.1 is the existence of collisions and their ability to create relative motion
of the electrons and ions. Depending on the ratio of collision frequency to cyclotron
frequency for a given species, - , with an imposed DC electric field across Bo the
particle species will either drift along the direction of the electric field - Pederson
current for I ~ 1 -or in the direction of E, x B-o - Hall current for EL < 1. For
Q2j Qj
the current convective instability to occur the elctrons must produce a Hall current
and the ions must produce a Pederson current. This requires ion collisions to occur
frequently but electron collisions to occur infrequently.
The conditions necessary for the this range of collision frequencies to occur are
not usually found in tokamak plasmas - where each species drift in the Hall direction -
because of the extreme temperatures necessary to produce fusion. In VTF plasmas the
temperatures, densities and neutral pressures are such that the conditions producing
the current convective instability are met.
A physical picture of the instability is shown in Figure 5-2. In the figure is an
electrostatic disturbance propagating with a finite, but exaggerated, kIl. A DC electric
field, driving the current Jo, causes the ions to drift relative to the elctrons. The drift,
combined with the ES wave, causes a secondary electric field, E', which alternates
between wavefronts. The secondary electric field causes the density peaks to Hall
drift toward the background density gradient; correspondingly, the density depletions
Hall drift toward regions of lower background density. Thus the wave perturbation
grows in intensity.
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Figure 5-2: Physical picture of the current convective instability.
5.2.1 Linear analysis
Presented in Figure 5-3 are the two geometries describing the current convective in-
stability. In the auroral region the geomagnetic field, Bo, is pointed nearly downward.
The current and also the particle drift, f'r, is along the magnetic field. The plasma
density gradient, Vn, can be either northward or southward. Imposed on the plasma
is an eastward or westward electric field, Eo. Depending on the sign of (E, x B,) x Vn
the usual E cross B instability may occur. According to Ossakow and Chaturvedi,
[1979] the field aligned current may overcome the stabilizing E x B in one case or
enhance it in the other case. The linear instability dispersion relation and growth
rates are:
wr = kilvdrll + k. B
W I n.(Ex + Vd
Figure 5-3 also shows the geometry of VTF which is similar to the geometry of
the auroral region. The toroidal field, B
, defines the parallel direction along which
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Figure 5-3: Geometry for the current convective instability in the ionosphere and in
VTF.
the plasma current flows, Vd,. Perpendicular to the magnetic field is the density
gradient, Vno. The primary difference between these two geometries is the direction
of the externally applied DC electric field, E,. Unlike the auroral region, the VTF
conditions have this electric field parallel to the density gradient. In VTF, this electric
field will be written as Et to distinguish it from the electric field, Ell, which drives the
current along the magnetic field. The derivation of the current convective instability
for this modified geometry is briefly given as follows.
Taking the electron momentum equation,
mno(-t + V -V)Ve = -Vp - eno(E + Ve x Bo) - mnov,,
where for electrons ve = vei + Ven, vi, and neglecting the smaller terms describing
inertial and temperature effects:
E + V, x Bo = Ve
e
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crossing with Bo, and substituting into itself, one gets
E x B_+ BVll - BV • = M E + (,Ve)2 ½
e e
This can be rewritten
Ex. Ve _ e
Bo BoQe veBo
since the imposed magnetic field is in the ^ direction. The second term on the right
hand side, the Pederson drift, is neglected considering the ratio ve/Qe for the plasmas
in VTF and the auroral ionosphere. This results in the expression for the electron
drift in the presence of perpendicular and parallel electric fields.
V _Exi 1'
Bo veBoE
The equation for the ion drift follows a similar derivation from the ion momentum
equation
Mno(t+ i -V)V = -Vp + eno(E + V x Bo) - Mnovi•
where for ions, Vi = vie + Vin Vin, ignoring the terms describing inertial and tem-
perature effects, crossing with B0 and substituting into itself one gets
V o + FBL + 
Bo Bo0 j viBo0
For the ions the second term on the right hand side, the Pederson drift, is not ne-
glected. For VTF and Auroral plasmas the ratio v•/li is about three orders of
magnitude larger than ve/l,.
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For n = no(y) + fi, E = Eo0 - V4, Ve.j = Ve.io + Ve,i, and using the usual Fourier-
Laplace perturbation analysis with wavelike dependence, exp[j(kx + klz-wt)], where
w = w, + jy. The above equations can be rewritten,
= - viEo +Vio = yViol + -XDi Bo Eo ^Bo
-- 
4 Eo.Veo = Veoll - YBo
for the quiescent velocities, and
V e Vi
Mvi Bopi
Ve = -ejkjq5 -z
mVe
for the fluctuating velocities.
The linearized electron continuity equation:
+ Veo - Vi + noV -Ve
yields
( jk Onoj(w - klVeoll) B- 9 yBo ay
+ V, -Vno = 0
ek 2
ekIl o= 0.
The next step is to linearize V. J= 0, where J= ,, nqV,.
V-io 0- Veo) +no(Vi Ve=0
becomes
(jkllVd +jkx vo )hn + €noGjiBo [ekf ( +I Mv 1 )mve + B ] 0.Bow
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jk-
Bo
For nontrivial fi and 6 in the above equations, one has:
1 1 nuzk2] +kVk .kE . no ek 2j(w-kiVeoll)no ek f( +  e) + +j(kilVd+k )(3 n Oy mMv mve Bof~i PiBo Bo 9y mve
or
-jnd8. + !L kd. Vd
~ . no Oy kx kxve k__, p I +where wthe fo - ll Vo -TF par and = meters:, + =100. The dispersion relation yields
MHz, = , e = 10, = 5x10 1 m/sec, L = n(6n)ao = 0.1 m, and k/k = 102
no ay V kx
an d E "or = kll V + k- T +_-- v- k 
•
Using the following VTF parameters: Ej=100 V/m, fr = 2.45 GHz, f6 = 1.3
MHz, Vin = 10' , v, = 106, Vd = 5x105 m/sec, L = n(bn)- 1 = 0.1 m, and kll/kl = 10-2
(for maximum growth rate), the growth time of the convective instability in VTF is
10 psec. It indicates fast excitation of the current convective instability in the VTF
plasmas.
The modified current convective instability shows two major differences from those
for the ionosphere, both due to the different orientation of the perpendicular DC
electric field. First, having E± parallel to the density gradient does not stabilize the
instability. This can be seen from the imaginary part of the dispersion relation, or
the growth rate /. Hence, in VTF beam plasmas the CCI is still excited. Second, the
existence of this electric field shows up in the real part of the dispersion relation, or the
frequency term, w as a doppler shift. Thus, for fixed wave number, (e.g. as measured
by incoherent scatter radar or with a multi-point correlation), the real frequencies of
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excited current convective modes increase with the electron drift velocity and applied
electric field.
In regards to the rocket experiments discussed in Section 4.3.2 note the growth
term which contains a density gradient factor (without any associated temperature
or pressure terms) in addition to the particle drift factor. As mentioned before, in the
space experiments, the beam-plasma interactions occurred in a rather small region of
the ionosphere. Hence, in space experiments utilizing beam injection payloads, the
beam-plasma interaction region can be modelled as a uniform background plasma
and, consequently, the current convective instability does not occur. So although
significant whistler wave emissions were detected during the ECHO 7 experiment
VTF beam plasmas are more appropriate for reproducing this auroral phenomenon.
5.2.2 Nonlinear theories
Because the electric field energy density of the excited waves is large in comparison
to the local plasma particle energy density, the system is in the non-linear regime.
A saturation mechanism for various gradient driven instabilities has been ap-
plied to the current convective instability [Chaturvedi and Ossakow, 1979]. A two-
dimensional nonlinearity in the continuity equation predicts the generation of linearly
damped harmonics. The harmonics, which propagate anti-parallel to the density gra-
dient, reach saturation amplitudes greater than the primary modes.
Physically, the nonlinear mechanism results from the perturbative effects of the
original linear waves, specifically density perturbations. Linearly driven waves require
a background density gradient combined with a current. The density gradient and
magnetic field, at right angles to each other, produce waves propagating in a third,
orthogonal direction. Once the linear waves grow to sufficient amplitudes they create
density gradients by themselves. The resulting density gradients create waves propa-
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gating orthoganally to the first order gradient and the magnetic field, which is in the
direction of the background density gradient.
Hence in the auroral ionosphere with northward density gradients and field aligned
currents, the dominant modes of the fluctuation spectrum will be north-south. Ap-
plying this mechanism to the VTF beam plasmas predicts modes propagating radially
outward. This theory is consistent with the wavenumber measurements performed in
with a gridded energy analyzer in VTF beam plasmas discussed in Section 3.1.4.
5.3 Electron Beam Produced Whistlers
This section will discuss the generation of whistler waves by electron beams. The
process in VTF is a combination of two mechanisms: wave growth by inverse Landau
damping off of energetic electrons, and wave guidance by plasma density gradients.
Kennel and Petschek, [1966] provide a lengthy discussion of the interaction be-
tween whistler waves and energetic electrons in the Van Allen belt. Specifically,
whistler mode noise causes pitch angle diffusion of mirror trapped electrons in the
magnetosphere resulting in particle precipitation. The particle precipitation alters
the velocity distribution such that wave growth stops. The article estimates a stable
limit to trapped particles with the presence of whistler noise.
Maggs, [1976] discusses VLF hiss as the result of "convective beam amplification
of incoherent Cerenkov whistler radiation by the beam of precipitating auroral elec-
trons." The paper includes a model of the velocity distribution of the precipitating
electrons as being a warm, drifting Maxwellian (secondaries) and a warm beam. The
precipitating electrons are then immersed in the ambient cool ionosphere. Various
combinations of secondaries and beams are studied but in all cases wave growth ap-
pears when a positive sloped velocity distribution occurs.
Because of the relatively low ratio of vll/c for particles in the aurora (and in VTF)
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a resonant interaction will only occur for waves propagating close to the whistler
resonance cone at angles Oes. For such waves the wave numbers and group velocities
will be at nearly right angles [Farrell et al., 1988].
For VTF beam plasma discharges (BPD) to produce radiation in the whistler
range it is necessary for a small fraction of the electrons to exceed the Dreicer velocity
and runaway. To produce the low frequency emissions described in Section 5.2 and
4.1 a drifting bulk is necessary. The resulting electron velocity distribution in VTF
comprised of a drifting Maxwellian with a tail is precisely the auroral model used by
Maggs, [1976].
The half gyrofrequency upper cutoff is due to a guidance condition first described
by Smith, [1961], and later by Helliwell, [1965]. In turbulent or high power RF
heated ionospheric plasmas density fluctuations will become field aligned and produce
ducts which may extend from the heated region to as far as the magnetic conjugate
point at the opposite hemisphere. The field aligned density fluctuations and the
corresponding density gradients at the outer edge of the ducts cause refractive index
gradients. The refractive index gradients combined with the resonance cone angular
dependance of refractive index causes whistler wave rays to refract in such a way as
to be guided. However for frequencies above half the local electron gyrofrequency
waves are free to propagate through the boundary of the density fluctuation and the
ambient ionosphere. Hence whistlers above this cutoff frequency will not be guided.
In VTF BPD plasmas the beam lies within a region of enhanced ionization, relative
to the edge plasma of negligible density. The system is analagous to a single duct
in the Earth's dipole magnetic field. Waves guided by the density gradient will stay
within the interaction region and be coherently amplified by the electron beams.
Waves above the cutoff will be allowed to propagate outside the current carrying
region and will not continue to be amplified, but will linearly damp.
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Figure 5-4: Geometry of RF accessibility to resonance layers.
5.4 The Parametric Decay Instability
Linear theory does not provide a means for the absorption of injected RF power in
a low density low temperature toroidal plasma such as that produced by VTF with
RF injection. For X-mode injection there is a resonance but no accessibility; the
accessibility to the hybrid resonance is interrupted by an evanescent region beginning
at the location of the right-hand cutoff. For O-mode injection there is accessibility
but no resonance. See Figure 5-4 for the geometries and various layers. X-mode RF
could tunnel through the right hand cutoff and deposit power at the electron cyclotron
resonance but the single pass absorption for the densities and temperatures typical
of VTF RF plasmas is less than one percent. However, nonlinear theories provide
mechanisms for the power to be absorbed by the plasma.
The parametric decay process is a nonlinear three wave process whereby injected
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wave energy modifies the plasma through which it propagates. If a second wave
were to propagate through the modified region, the fields of the two waves will beat
together in a such a way that a third wave will be excited. If the intensity of the first
wave is large enough to overcome damping mechanisms encountered by the second
and third waves the system will become unstable to growth of the second and third
waves. Because noise (almost) always exists at all frequencies the presence of the
pump wave - at sufficient amplitudes - will be all that is necessary to cause it to
decay into the two daughter waves.
The frequencies of the three waves must meet the matching condition
wo = W• ± 02
where wo is the pump frequency, and w1 ,2 are the decay wave frequencies. This
condition describes the temporal beat pattern and is analogous to the conservation of
energy, E = hw. A second, more subtle condition must also be met. Because of the
propagating nature of plasma waves they must also satisfy the matching condition
ko = ki ± k2
where •o is the wavenumber of the pump wave and kl,2 are the wavenumbers of
the decay waves. This second condition describes the spacial beat pattern and is
analogous to the conservation of momentum, P = hk.
The parametric decay process may take many forms particularly since a magne-
tized plasma may support so many wave species. Several decay processes are listed
in Chen, [1984]. In addition, the means by which the pump wave may modify its
medium are varied. The wave energy may thermally excite a decay via pressure gra-
dients, as is common to many ionospheric heating experiments; or, the wave's electric
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field may interact with plasma particles through the ponderomotive force,
W# 2 oE2VF, = - V °E 2 .W2 2
The RF produced plasmas have been found to be a result of a parametric decay at
the upper-hybrid layer from injected EM waves at 2.45 GHz into electrostatic forced
ion acoustic waves near 30 MHz (Figure 3-30) and electron plasma waves near 2.4
GHz (Figure 3-29). It is easy to see from the two figures that the first matching
condition is met,
WO = wu + wl
where wo is the EM pump frequency, wu is the frequency of the upper decay wave, and
wj is the frequency of the lower decay wave. In this case there is a band of frequencies
for each of the two decay branches. The upper branch is a mirror image of the lower
branch since for greater values of the lower wave frequencies, wt, the corresponding
upper wave frequency is wo - wI.
Satisfaction of the second matching condition is more difficult to prove experimen-
tally since it requires coherent interferometry to produce a fringe pattern from which
to deduce wavelength. The following analysis should provide the requisite dispersion
relations from which wavenumber matching may be made.
Although we are not in the regime of wpi < wo0 < w as is found in Porkolab et
al., [1975], but instead have the conditions w, <• w. < wo the analysis is similar
but with a few approximations made differently. The decay process seen in VTF RF
plasmas is as follows.
First, the EM pump wave linear mode converts to electrostatic Trivelpiece-Gould
(TG) modes. The TG pump waves, wo, then decay into short wavelength electron
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plasma (Langmuir) waves,
o2
W 2 + W2e
S pe e
and forced ion acoustic waves,
02 - 1 + k2A\
where Qc, is the electron cyclotron frequency, Qpe is the electron plasma frequency,
and w2  wci. By using the dipole approximation (ko=O where ko is the pump wave)
only the wavenumbers for the decay waves need to match.
The VTF experiments of RF pump wave decay in a beam plasma also produce
ion acoustic waves and Langmuir waves though in the regime wdi < Wce < WO < Wpe.
Results of anti-Stokes PDI experiments performed at Arecibo are presented in Section
4.5; and, results of complementary experiments in VTF BPD plasmas are shown in
Section 3.2. Both scenarios rely on a nonlinear scattering process to produce the
frequency upshifted modes.
Briefly described below is the theory of the nonlinear scattering of the RF excited
Langmuir waves (wl, kl, 01) off the background lower hybrid waves (w3 , k3 , 3) to
generate both frequency up-shifted or anti-Stokes (wo, k0 , €0) and frequency down-
shifted or Stokes (w2, k2, 2) Langmuir waves [Lee et al., 1996], where w, k, and €
denote the wave frequency, wave vector, and wave electric potential, respectively.
Shown in Figure 5-5 is the geometry relevant to the scattering mechanism. For
the nonlinear scattering process to occur, two matching conditions, similar to the
parametric decay conditions, must be met:
00 = w 1 + W3
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Figure 5-5: Geometry of anti-Stokes PDI experiments at Arecibo, Puerto Rico.
and
ko = k + k3 .
Figure 5-6 illustrates the spectrum resulting from the above mentioned nonlinear
scattering process [Lee et al., 1996].
Langmuir waves excited by the EM pump waves dominantly along the magnetic
field satisfy the dispersion relation
2 2 Ve_22W1 = Wp + 3kIv ,
while the nonlinearly scattered Langmuir waves propagate obliquely across the mag-
netic field, obeying the different dispersion relation
W,2 = w• + 3k2,,2ve + I e sin 2 e
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Figure 5-6: Spectrum resulting from the nonlinear scattering process [Lee et al., 1996].
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where E is the wave propagation angle with respect to the magnetic filed. Therefore,
it is physically expected that frequency upshifted (anti-Stokes) Langmuir waves are
normal (eigen) modes but frequency downshifted (Stokes) Langmuir waves are not.
Correspondingly, the anti-Stokes Langmuir waves should be preferentially produced as
observed in both Arecibo and VTF experiments. This expectation can be confirmed
by the following theoretical analysis [Lee et al., 1996].
The governing equations, that describe the above-mentioned nonlinear scattering
process, can be derived from the electron continuity equation, the electron momentum
equation, and Poisson's equation in the following forms:
o .i ( )k1k3  (5.1)m kOIW3Ve
and
k k3z (5.2)
2 kJW3(ve + i4W3)
where e, m, ve, k3z, and 0* represent, respectively, the electric charge, electron mass,
electron collision frequency, the component of lower hybrid wave vector along the
magnetic field, and the complex conjugate of q.
From Equations 5.1 and 5.2, I21 - '- < 1 because v, is a a few hundred Hertz in
the ionosphere and about 100 kHz in VTF, which is much less than the lower hybrid
wave frequency in the ionosphere (about 6 kHz) and in VTF (about 30 MHz). This
result shows that the intensity of Stokes (frequency downshifted) Langmuir waves
much less than that of anti-Stokes (upshifted) Langmuir waves, confirming that the
anti-Stokes modes can be preferentially generated in the ionosphere and in VTF.
Equation 5.1 can be rewritten as
e k3 1 k2Ikobo. = e - 1jkk 3k1j
m k3 kOW3Ve
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in a form for a convenient estimate of the intensity of the anti-Stokes Langmuir
modes in terms of those of the background lower hybrid waves (Jk3q31) and the RF-
Produced Langmuir waves (jki 01 I). Weak back-ground lower hybrid waves will be able
to generate anti-Stokes Langmuir waves by the RF-excited Langmuir waves as clearly
seen in both the Arecibo and VTF experiments. The background lower hybrid waves
with a broad band of frequencies are believed to be generated by lightning-induced
whistler waves [Lee and Kuo, 1984; Groves et al., 1987]. The lower hybrid waves can
be produced in VTF by the injected microwaves and energetic electron beams.
A subtlety of the diagnostic separates the two experiments. In the ionosphere
lower hybrid waves with a broad range of frequencies and wavenumbers will exist;
however, the IS diagnostic at Arecibo can only detect waves propagating directly
downward. Consequently, the detected spectrum of upshifted Langmuir waves will
be somewhat narrow. In VTF the spectra are detected by a potential fluctuation
probe which has no preference to wavenumber. Thus the upshifted modes should
have a much wider bandwidth; in fact, (ideally) the anti-Stokes bandwidth should
be as wide as the convolution of the decay Langmuir wave spectrum and the beam
excited lower hybrid wave spectrum. However, the intensity of the lower hybrid
waves is such that a large majority of the upshifted modes fall below the noise level of
the analyzing diagnostic. What remains visible is the largest amplitude anti-Stokes
modes. Suggestions to deal with this experimental limitation are presented in Chapter
6.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Recommendations
This chapter summarizes the methods and results presented in this dissertation. First
the hardware, then the physics will be reviewed. In contrast to the order of presen-
tation in the body of this dissertation (e.g. observations in the lab, observations in
space) the experimental results are ordered into three groups. Each group covers a
specific mechanism. The results are then presented in order of wave frequency of the
phenomena. Presented in this way, the relation between studies in space and studies
in the lab is highlighted. Following the summary is a series of recommendations for
future experiments.
6.1 Summary
VTF was constructed to simulate the ionospheric plasma environment and to cross
check RF heating experiments performed at Arecibo, Puerto Rico. The bulk of the
construction took over two years before a plasma was produced. Continued upgrade
dominated the group's efforts for another year or more while preliminary measure-
ments and plasma characterization began. During the upgrades, diagnostics were
installed and two plasma sources were added. The inductive plasma drive system is
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currently being improved but is nearing completion.
At the time of this writing the condition of VTF is better than ever. Its vacuum
system is capable of creating base pressures near 1 x 10- 7 Torr, and on rare occasion
9 x 10-8 Torr. With typical operating fill pressures around 7 x 10- 5 Torr this sets an
impurity level of less then 0.3%.
The eighteen toroidal field electromagnetics are designed to withstand fields as
high as 1.25 Tesla but due to available power supplies and the lack of cooling routine
fields are restricted to around 2000 gauss. The vertical field coils create fields as high
as 60 gauss but are typically run at 20 gauss. A central solenoid or ohmic heating
coil is capable of creating 1 Volt-Sec of flux in double swing. It is not used for ohmic
current drive in the usual tokamak fashion but rather serves as the primary windings
of the inductive plasma source. Several additional coils are installed for poloidal field
shaping but are not normally operated.
The power to the electromagnets, beam system, and inductive plasma drive is
taken from several converters remaining from the decommissioned TARA mirror fu-
sion device. Although several converters are shared by a nearby project there is plenty
of power available from each of the 7 kA, 400 Volt supplies to drive the magnets. The
beam system gets its power from a separate set of paired converters. Each pair can
supply 3 kA at 20 Volts and 300 amps at 375 Volts.
Three plasma sources are available: RF injection, beam plasma discharge (BPD),
and inductive drive. The RF source can provide 3 kW of 2.45 GHz radiation which will
produce a plasma density and temperature of 5 x 1010cm - 3 and 8 eV respectively. The
BPD can inject hundreds of amps of current which creates a density and temperature
of 5 x 10"cm- 3 and 8 eV. The inductive plasma source can create plasma densities
around 9 x 1010cm- 3.
In addition to the usual engineering instrumentation providing voltage and current
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levels of the power supplies, several diagnostics are available to the VTF experimenter.
The most commonly used diagnostic is a radially scannable probe housing a Langmuir
probe and two potential fluctuation probes. A EM dipole probe and a multi-tip
potential correlation probe are also available. Each probe's signal may be sent to
available spectrum analyzers or directly digitized by the CAMAC system. A gridded
energy analyzer can also be used to measure ion temperatures. Finally, a residual gas
analyzer (RGA) provides gas analysis from inside the vacuum vessel.
The separate plasma sources may be used separately or may be combined to create
different plasma conditions. The versatile nature of VTF makes an ideal setting for
studying ionospheric processes in a laboratory setting. The following ionospheric
parameters may be produced in VTF:
(1) Vn I Bo (2) fpe > fce
(3) ( " 10-2, 1 10-3 (4) 2% < E& < 20%
(5) H, Ar, O, or N plasma (6) DC •E
The spectral analysis of beam plasmas have recorded a variety of wave emissions.
The emission spectrum is very wideband, spanning over seven decades from 1 kHz
to 10 GHz. Two particular types of wave emissions have been closely studied: low
frequency (- 1 MHz) current convective instabilities (CCI), and high frequency (~
100 MHz-1GHz) whistler waves.
Steady state emission spectra near 10 MHz show a functional dependence of the
waves intensities on injected current. Measurements of plasma temperatures which
show that Ti = T, and measurements of wave numbers along the toroidal magnetic
field have ruled out the existence of ion acoustic or ion cyclotron waves. Poloidal
wavenumber measurements indicate constant phase. The implied radial propagation
of the current convective instabilities is consistent with nonlinear theories. Time
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domain analysis of the CCI shows that the wave growth times are much shorter than
plasma production time scales.
The features exhibited by the CCI emissions in a VTF BPD closely simulate
the naturally occurring plasma turbulence in the auroral ionosphere. The naturally
occurring large-scale irregularities in the high latitudes are associated with particle
precipitation and density gradients which are similar to the currents and density gra-
dients of VTF beam plasmas. The current convective instability has been shown to
drive such irregularities. Modifications to the linear theory have been made incorpo-
rating the geometry in VTF beam plasmas.
Whistler wave emissions have been detected in VTF beam plasmas. The spectrum
of waves covers a range from above the lower hybrid resonance near 60 MHz to about
half the local electron gyrofrequency near 2 GHz. This feature is quite similar to
observations of ducted magnetospheric whistlers.
Parametric decay experiments conducted using VTF RF plasmas have shown that
injected EM pump waves can parametrically decay into Langmuir waves and forced
ion acoustic waves. Parametric decay instabilities have been common to high power
RF ionospheric heating experiments performed around the world. Decay experiments
combining beam plasmas and RF injection have decay spectra showing frequency
upshifted or anti-Stokes modes. The upshifted modes are proposed to be due to
nonlinear scattering of Langmuir decay waves off of beam produced lower hybrid
waves. Experiments at Arecibo, Puerto Rico have had similar results. Langmuir
waves excited by HF pump waves scatter off of lightning induced lower hybrid waves
to produce upshifted modes.
The accumulated research results reported here have demonstrated that the VTF
plasma device is capable of simulating some characteristic features of ionospheric
plasma turbulence. Although the parameters of the VTF plasmas are somewhat dif-
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ferent from those of ionospheric plasmas, this work has shown that laboratory exper-
iments can adequately study some processes responsible for space plasma phenomena
and thus complement the active experiments in space.
6.2 Recommendations
"A scientific study, no matter how extensive, is never complete. This thesis is no
exception." [Niemczewski, 1995]. The mission undertaken which resulted in this dis-
sertation was to create a laboratory and show its usefulness to the ionospheric com-
munity by conducting meaningful scientific studies. In the process of completing that
mission many interesting plasma processes were discovered, some of which contain
features which have not been fully explored. A conscientious researcher could not
dismiss the limitations of one's research but rather use them as signposts for future
study. To complete the work presented here the following suggestions may be taken.
The current convective instability (CCI) has been identified via a combination of
several approaches: theory, spectral analysis, correlation measurements, temperature
measurements, and functional dependencies on various plasma parameters. No single
approach has unquestionably identified the instability; rather, each attempt has ruled
out competing possibilities while remaining consistent to the CCI theories. However,
if a measurement of the radial wavenumber could be made, one would have the disper-
sion relation, and with that undeniable proof. With the wave number measurements
a theorist could then modify the existing CCI nonlinear saturation theories to include
VTF geometries and conditions.
The gridded energy analyzer used was a simple design with the ability to bias
only two grids and has experienced some thermal stress from the plasma. It was
capable of measuring the ion temperature but because of its structural limitations
it could not measure energetic velocity distribution tails. If an additional analyzer
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could be constructed with dimensions specifically chosen for VTF beam plasmas, a
measure of the particle velocity distribution could be made. The distribution can
be inferred from basic plasma principles and from the emission spectra. The CCI
implies a relative drift speed between the bulk electrons and ions while the existence
of whistler waves suggest an electron tail. By combining the emission spectra with
the velocity distributions of the plasma particles a strong theoretical analysis can be
made incorporating quasilinear diffusion theory and strong turbulence. Studies along
these lines can justify the source mechanism which heats the BPD ions. Preliminary
analysis has already shown that collisional heat transfer is not sufficient due to the
short transit times of the particles in the beam. Tokamak studies of heat transfer via
turbulence could benefit while at the same time plasma turbulence theories in the
ionospheric community could be addressed.
The whistler wave half cyclotron upper cutoff phenomena is quite similar to that
seen in the ionosphere. However, the exact ratio of cutoff frequency to cyclotron
frequency does not fall within the 0.51 +/- 0.03 range found in ionospheric studies.
The ra~tio in VTF is 0.6 +/- 0.02. The difference is less than twenty percent but
is worth exploring. The theory relevant to the ionosphere is for the case where the
electron plasma frequency is much greater then the electron cyclotron frequency. In
VTF the two are more nearly equal. In addition the enhancement factor, or the
ratio of plasma densities between peaks and valleys in the ionosphere is from 5 to 20
percent. In VTF the enhancement factor is effectively 1, likely giving better ducting.
A more likely cause for the difference is that in the ionosphere the measuring device
is on the ground, and any non ducted power is lost well before reaching the receiver;
whereas, in VTF beam plasmas non-ducted waves will continue to propagate some
distance before decaying away. Since the diagnostic antenna is measuring in situ it
will detect a fraction of the non-ducted power. These effects should be used to justify
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the more-than-half cyclotron frequency cutoff.
Continued parametric decay experiments with the presence of a beam are most
promising with regard to producing useful data in the shortest time frame. By us-
ing different toroidal magnetic fields the lower hybrid frequency should vary and so
should the amount of frequency upshift of the anti-Stokes modes. Wavenumber mea-
surements could also be made to identify the propagation angle of the daughter waves.
The analysis performed so far has used certain approximations with regard to the ra-
tio of electron plasma to electron cyclotron frequencies. In one limit the waves are
best described as modes which propagate across the magnetic field. In the other limit
the waves propagate along the magnetic field. Using the general dispersion relation
both waves are the same, but act differently. VTF plasmas have conditions which fit
somewhere in between. The general nature of the phenomenon remains unchanged,
but the specifics change.
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Postscript
The existence of VTF is itself a small miracle. A device of its size is in most cases
prohibitively expensive. The financial difficulties were compounded by funding
agents of ionospheric basic research who, though generous enough, as a general
rule do not fund construction of projects. This catch 22 - provide science before
receiving funding while funding is needed before the research can be undertaken -
set the tone of VTF as a largely unfunded project. VTF was fortunate to benefit
from several resources. A previous fusion device, the TARA tandem mirror left
behind an infrastructure of power systems, instrumentation, and real estate of
value equal to many state lotteries. MIT and its UROP program was more than
generous with providing financial support of the dozens of exceptional students
who contributed to the project. And, the Plasma Fusion Center and the Alcator
project, friendly communities in themselves, have been resources that have sel-
dom refused advice or loans. Possibly most important, the devotion of the VTF
crew and its advisors has managed to overcome the threats of competing projects
and budget cuts.
The research presented in this dissertation officially began in September of 1992.
In reality it began much earlier in the fall of 1988. A large majority of the time
spent has been toward creating a laboratory setting which can produce reliable
meaningful data. Many hours have been spent learning general experimental
techniques as well the specifics of VTF, much of which can be relayed to a
colleague in far less time. Only quite recently has the condition of VTF become
such that a new student in a few months, or weeks, can be lucky enough to
obtain exciting original results. Because of this, the depth of experimental study
of a few topics has been limited. However, the author is not jealous of the more
comfortable setting to which his new colleagues have been introduced. On the
contrary, the engineering and managerial difficulties of contributing to all aspects
of a new project have provided an experience found nowhere else in the world.
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